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Abstract

Sándor Baranya
“Three-dimensional analysis of river hydrodynamics and morphology”
Ph.D. thesis
The PhD thesis deals with the analysis of ‡ow and morphodynamical conditions of river reaches using up-to-date …eld measurement techniques and threedimensional numerical modeling. Firstly, the con‡uence zone of two rivers of
similar scales is investigated proving the measurability and reproducibility of helical ‡ow structures typical to such zones. Here, the suitable application of acoustic
Doppler current pro…lers (ADCP) together with the 3D numerical model supported the analysis. Then, a method for quantitative estimation of hydromorphological parameters of river reaches is introduced using detailed ADCP data, and its
applicability is illustrated by a real example. The thesis deals with the morphodynamical modeling of river reaches, testing di¤erent empirical sediment load formulas and introducing real model applications validated against detailed ‡ow measurements and sediment sampling. Finally, the implementation of a method is
introduced in which ADCP backscatter data is used for the estimation of suspended solids concentration. Quanti…cation of uncertainties arising from measurement
method and data processing is analyzed.
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Kivonat
(Abstract in Hungarian)

Baranya Sándor:
“Folyószakaszok áramlási és morfológiai viszonyainak térbeli vizsgálata”
PhD értekezés
A doktori értekezésben korszer½u terepi áramlásmérési eljárással és háromdimenziós numerikus áramlási- és hordaléktranszport modellezéssel vizsgálom folyószakaszok áramlási és morfodinamikai viszonyait. Els½oként két közepes méret½u folyó
találkozásánál kialakuló sajátos térbeli áramlási struktúrák mérhet½oségét és numerikus modellel való reprodukálhatóságát igazolom. Következ½oként bemutatom,
hogy az akusztikus Doppler elv½u áramlásmérés adatai hogyan használhatók fel
folyók hidromorfológiai paramétereinek számszer½usítésére, majd illusztrálom a módszer alkalmazhatóságát egy valós példán keresztül. Az értekezés a továbbiakban homokmedr½u folyószakaszok morfodinamikai modellezését tárgyalja, bemutatva a hordaléktranszport összefüggések tesztelését és a modell alkalmazhatóságát
valós folyószakaszokon keresztül részletes terepi mérésekkel igazolva. Végül, a
folyók lebegtetett hordaléktöménységének meghatározási lehet½oségét vizsgálom
felhasználva az akusztikus Doppler elv½u mér½om½uszer visszavert jeler½osség adatait.
A módszer ismertetése során a becslési eljárás bizonytalanságára számszer½u becslést adok.
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Chapter I
INTRODUCTION
1.1

Preliminaries

One of the oldest research …eld of hydraulic engineering sciences is the investigation of ‡ow and sediment transport processes in rivers. Field measurements play
an important role in hydro- and morphodynamical research of rivers and due to
the dynamic development of measurement tools, in the last decade, …eld data with
increasingly higher space and time resolution can be evaluated. In the development of ‡ow measurement techniques acoustic Doppler pro…lers (ADCP) meant
a signi…cant step. Using of such tool mounted on a boat, spatial distribution of
‡ow velocities can be measured with explicitly set time resolution and a space resolution according to boat speed. Velocity measurements with higher boat speed
o¤er a general, but locally instantaneous, spatial velocity …eld of the study reach,
whereas slow or even standing measurement results in a time series of velocity
from a given pro…le. Advantage of the former case consists in having a spatially
large scale information, while the latter method can provide detailed temporal
data. Using time averaged vertical velocity pro…les from …xed-boat measurements
the well known analytical logarithmic pro…le of turbulent boundary layer ‡ows can
be …tted on measured values. From the parameters of the logarithmic function,
roughness height or bed shear stress can be estimated, in addition, a characteristic
longitudinal dispersion coe¢ cient can also be evaluated playing an important role
in mixing processes. One part of this thesis consists in …eld measurements and
their analysis, as mentioned above.
The second investigation tool applied in this work is the three-dimensional
numerical modelling of ‡ows and sediment transport. On today’s development
level of hardware and software increasingly complex river engineering tasks can
be managed, and thus, three-dimensional morphological modelling of river reaches
became a potential tool. Whereas in most numerical modelling studies one and
two-dimensional description of ‡ows may be su¢ cient, in some special cases threedimensional closure is needed. For instance, ‡ow structures in river bends or
in the vicinity of hydraulic structures are evidently three-dimensional, and this
spatial character directly a¤ects sediment or pollutant transport processes. It
can be stated, moreover, that 3D Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) codes
estimate more accurately ‡ow conditions close to river bed, which can be especially
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important in case of modelling bed changes, since sediment erosion and deposition
processes take place here.
Field measurements can be e¢ ciently used for studying river ‡ows and with
appropriate analysis of the data, the method can be a suitable investigation tool in
itself. Contrarily, following general practice CFD models can be a reliable tool only
once they have been calibrated and validated against measured data. However,
recently more and more CFD applications can be used in place of …eld or laboratory
experiments in situations, where ‡ow conditions are hardly measurable or can not
be measured at all.
In the thesis hydrodynamics and morphodynamics of representative river reaches
were investigated by means of …eld measurements and 3D CFD model. The study
is focussed on the following three types of river reaches:
1. Con‡uence zone of two rivers of similar scales.
2. Study of the hydrodynamics and morphodynamics of a sand-bed middle
reach.
3. Study of the hydrodynamics and morphodynamics of a regulated, sandgravel bed river reach.
After reviewing and elaborating theoretical background of investigation methods, setting up measurement techniques and choosing the appropriate numerical
model, the following research tools are used for the above speci…ed cases, respectively:
1. ADCP measurements, 3D ‡ow model.
2. ADCP measurements, sediment and bed material sampling, 3D ‡ow and
sediment model.
3. ADCP measurements, sediment and bed material sampling, 3D ‡ow and
sediment model.

1.2

Objectives

Performing up-to-date …eld surveys together with three-dimensional numerical
‡ow and sediment modelling, the main objectives of this thesis are the followings:
- To prove that time averaged vertical velocity pro…les produced by long-term
…xed point ADCP measurements are suitable to reveal spatial ‡ow features
in con‡uence ‡ows.
2
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- To show that the numerical tool chosen in this research can reproduce the
unique ‡ow structures in river con‡uences.
- To introduce a method and prove its suitability for the derivation of hydromorphological features from velocity pro…ling, focussing on the bed roughness height, bed shear velocity and longitudinal dispersion coe¢ cient.
- To validate a three-dimensional numerical ‡ow model and couple it with
suitable empirical sediment load formulae for quantitative estimation of bed
level changes in a large sand bed and gravel-sand bed river.
- To show that the chosen numerical morphodynamical model is capable to
estimate the impacts of new river regulation activities on river morphology.
- To introduce and calibrate a method for the estimation of suspended solids
concentration in rivers from ADCP backscatter signal.
- To quantify the error in sediment discharge estimation caused by ADCP
measurement uncertainties and data …ltering.

1.3

Outline

Chapter II will begin with literature overview of con‡uence ‡ow studies. Then the
basics of up-to-date ADCP technique will be introduced. Beside theoretical and
operational background of the device, it will be shown that long-term …xed boat
measurements are appropriate to analyze three-dimensional, swirling character
of con‡uence ‡ow. The hydrodynamic basis and turbulence description of the
numerical tool chosen in the doctoral research will also be reviewed here. The 3D
CFD code will be used to model spatial ‡ow structures of the merging rivers.
Chapter III will introduce a literature overview, the theoretical background and
the practical aspects of hydromorphological parameter derivation using ADCP
data. The estimation method focuses on the following parameters: roughness
height, bed shear velocity and longitudinal dispersion coe¢ cient. A sample application will demonstrate the data-analysis process based on …eld measurements
carried out in a sand bed reach of River Danube. Both long-term …xed boat
measurements and moving boat ADCP data will be analyzed, and …nally, spatial
distributions of the parameters will be shown and assessed.
Chapter IV summarizes a complex morphodynamical investigation of two reaches
of River Danube with di¤erent bed material. Primarily, the literature of multidimensional numerical morphodynamical modelling will be reviewed, then the
theoretical background and the numerical adaptation of sediment transport calculations are presented. On the example of a sand bed and a gravel-sand bed
3
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reach of Danube, the most relevant …eld measurement techniques, the numerical
model parameterization and validation processes will demonstrate the capabilities of joint numerical and …eld investigations. Finally, the estimation of impacts
of new river regulation interventions will prove the suitability of the numerical
model.
After accomplishing ADCP data analysis and morphodynamical investigation
of river reaches the doctoral thesis will focus on the issue of estimating sediment
concentration from ADCP backscatter data. Chapter V details the theory and
the basic steps of the estimation process, through an application. Vertical and
cross-sectional distributions of suspended solids concentration are produced from
backscattered signal strength, calibrating the method with detailed …eld data.
This chapter also deals with the error estimations caused by ADCP measurement
uncertainties and …ltering of raw measurement data.
In Chapter VI the synopsis of this PhD work will be presented in the form of
theses.
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Chapter II
INVESTIGATION OF SECONDARY FLOW
STRUCTURE IN A RIVER CONFLUENCE
2.1

Introduction

River con‡uences normally present complex ‡ow patterns and bottom topography.
They are hydrodynamically interesting as the merging streams create a strong, inherently unstable shear layer owing to the di¤erence in the ‡ow velocities. This
entails large-scale horizontal vortices and secondary ‡ows in the cross-section. Furthermore, the latter can be the result of the horizontal layout of the merging rivers
if the con‡uence zone is reached in bend or bends. The interplay of these features
and 3D turbulence governs the local water exchange, mixing and morphology. In
case of large di¤erence between the sizes of rivers there may be little e¤ect on the
hydrodynamics or on morphodynamics of the main stream, but the interaction
can be signi…cant in case of two rivers of similar sizes. A special situation can
evolve if the two rivers of similar sizes are approaching the con‡uence zone in a
bend, but in opposite sense, thus, resulting in a joining swirling ‡ow.
Recently, several articles have dealt with river-con‡uence zones and presented
…eld and laboratory measurements as well as two- and three-dimensional numerical simulations. As to the …eld measurements Rhoads and Sukhodolov (2001a)
examined the three-dimensional time averaged ‡ow structure at three con‡uences
using Acoustic Doppler Velocimeter (ADV). They introduced, in one of the three
sites, that helical motion can be a characteristic feature of con‡uence ‡ow structure. It was shown that two surface-convergent helical cells exist within the con‡uence and that the dual cell structure transforms into a single-cell structure as
‡ow enters the downstream channel. Thermal mixing was also characterized and
it was shown that the helical motion plays an important role in mixing processes.
By postprocessing ADV velocity data turbulence characteristics were quanti…ed
(Rhoads and Sukhodolov, 2001b). They showed that the developed shear layer in
the con‡uence zone generates higher turbulence, however, the intense turbulence
does not appear to be highly e¤ective at mixing the two ‡ows. Serres et al. (1999)
collected three-dimensional data of the mean and turbulent structure of ‡ow at a
river con‡uence and illustrated how these features vary in relation with changes
in bed morphology and ‡uctuations in the ratio of momentum ‡ux between the
con‡uent rivers. For velocity measurements four electromagnetic current meters
5
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were linked together. It was shown that both relative di¤erence of depth between
the two streams and momentum ratio have a strong e¤ect on the ‡ow structure.
To study the hydrodynamically complex ‡ow features in con‡uence zones several numerical simulation were carried out, though in very few cases together
with laboratory and/or …eld measurements. Biron et al. (2004) studied mixing
processes in laboratory and …eld con‡uences applying a 3D RNG k-" turbulence
model called PHOENICS. (RNG refers to the Re-normalisation Group Theory
discussed, for example, in Pope, 2001) They commented on the di¤erence between
concordant (i.e. equal in both rivers) and discordant (conversely, uneven) bed
levels. They also reported that planform curvature of the channels a¤ects mixing
and underlined the role of bed level di¤erences between the two channels, as well.
It was shown that in case of discordant bed the mixing process is much faster.
E¤ect of the junction angle was also investigated and it was shown that at higher
angles, mixing is more rapid. Also, Huang et al. (2002) …rstly developed a threedimensional numerical model to investigate the ‡ow at open-channel junctions
using a k-! turbulence closure; secondly, validated the model with experimental
data; thirdly, compared additional simulations with classical one-dimensional water surface calculations; and, …nally, investigated the e¤ect of the junction angle
on the ‡ow pattern. They got good agreement with experimental data and it was
stated that overall, the developed 3D model is capable of reproducing all important features of junction ‡ow. The paper also dealt with secondary ‡ow structures
and showed that strength of the secondary ‡ow increases with the junction angle.
Though studies of river con‡uences are available even using a Large Eddy Simulation (LES) approach (e.g. Bradbrook et al. 2000), steady-state conditions are
usually modelled because of the high demand in computational time. Bradbrook
et al. (2000) modelled a laboratory-style con‡uence and a natural river channel
con‡uence. The goal of the study was to investigate the formation of periodic ‡ow
features. Periodic instabilities developed in both situations, each of which showed
pronounced bed discordance. Smaller scale Kelvin-Helmholtz eddies which develop in the shear layer, however, were not reproduced. It was concluded that
such eddy formation can only be reproduced with extremely high grid resolution.
As it can be seen from the overviewed literature there are good results dealing
with the analysis of con‡uence ‡ows, however, in none of them cost- and timee¤ective ADCP measurements used to reveal the spatiality of ‡ows together with
three-dimensional ‡ow modelling. The main purpose of this chapter, therefore,
is to study the nature of hydrodynamics in a complex way with the mentioned
methods. To prove the suitability of these investigation tools a real case, the
junction of two rivers in the urban area of Gy½or in north-western Hungary, was
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Figure 1. Topography of the studied river con‡uence.

chosen and investigated in details. Here, the main stream is a regulated secondary
branch of River Danube, known as Mosoni-Duna, with a mean ‡ow of around 50
m3 /s rather constant over the year, that can be, however, a¤ected by signi…cant
backwater when Danube ‡oods. The second stream is River Rába with a similar
mean discharge that, in contrast, can rise to several hundred cubic meters per
second in ‡ood events owing to a catchment area nearly as large as 10,000 km2 .
The Mosoni-Duna approaches the con‡uence with a slight bend, whereas the
River Rába does so with a sharp bend after ‡owing around Radó Island. Within
the study region, the width of Mosoni-Duna is about 70 m, while River Rába is
somewhat narrower with a 50 m width on average. Their depth does not exceed 3
m in mean-‡ow conditions, except at the junction scours near the main con‡uence
point (6 m depth) and at the tip of Radó Island (8 m depth). Moreover, MosoniDuna has got near-shore berms owing to considerable sediment deposition. These
features were recognized by a recent bathymetry survey providing with a digital
elevation model (DEM) of the bottom used to design the computational domain
(Figure 1). Flow structures of the con‡uence zone were analyzed with ADCP
measurements and 3D CFD model.
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2.2
2.2.1

Field surveys
Introduction of ADCP technology

Acoustic Doppler pro…lers are widely used nowadays in the …eld of river engineering
to measure ‡ow velocities, primarily to determine river discharge (e.g. Yorke and
Oberg, 2002; Kostaschuk et al., 2004). Generally, the device is mounted on a
boat that moves across a transect of the river. For velocity measurement the
well-known Doppler shift principle is used. The device transmits an acoustic pulse
(ping) along four beams at a constant frequency, where each beam is inclined by
20 from the vertical (see Fig. 2). As the sound travels through the water a portion
of it re‡ects from solid particles in the ‡ow.According to the Doppler theory, if

Figure 2. ADCP beams with sampling volumes (Muste et al., 2004b).

the particle has a velocity component di¤erent from zero (in the direction of the
beam), a change in the frequency of the backscattered sound will occur. The
relation between frequency change and relative velocity of solid particle reads:
Fd = 2Fs

v
c

(1)
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where Fd is the change in frequency at device (Doppler shift), Fs is the frequency
of emitted sound, v is relative velocity of particle and c is the speed of sound.
If the particle is nearing the device, the frequency increases, while if the distance increases, the frequency will be lower. Measuring the elapsed time between
emitting and receiving an acoustic pulse, the distance from transducer can also
be determined, thus velocity pro…le from the whole water column can be produced. Depending on the preset of the ADCP vertical resolution of velocity data
can generally be between 10-100 cm in riverine applications. Time resolution of
data sampling can be below one second, o¤ering, on the whole, reasonably high
spatial and temporal resolution of ‡ow conditions. Due to the four beams threedimensional velocities can be detected as the raw relative velocities measured along
the four beams are averaged in each depth and transformed into the Cartesian system. For positioning and measuring boat velocity two ways can be distinguished.
One option is using the built-in bottom tracking ability of ADCP. In this manner,
the relative position from the starting point of the measurement can be obtained.
Additionally, depth values for each pro…le (ensemble) can also be measured using
bottom tracking. The other choice is to connect a Di¤erential GPS (DGPS) to the
tool and synchronizing positioning with velocity measurements. The latter option
results in global coordinates directly, which can then be transformed to any local
coordinate system.

2.2.2

Fixed boat measurements

In this study an RDI four beam 600 kHz Rio Grande ADCP was deployed from
a vessel. A sampling frequency of 3 Hz, with a vertical space resolution of 10 cm
was used. Two measurement campaigns were carried out, in which, on one hand,
…xed vessel measurements were done. Recently, …xed vessel ADCP measurements
have been done by Muste et al. (2004a) and it was shown that adequate mean and
turbulence parameters of the ‡ow can be captured, however, temporal and spatial
scales of calculated ‡ow features strongly depend on instrument characteristics
and measurement circumstances. Here, the main goal was to detect the swirling
character of ‡ow, pointing out the deviation of ‡ow velocity vectors along the
verticals. Most likely, such ‡ow structures can not be evaluated from typical
moving boat measurements, where instantaneous velocities show strong scattering
due to turbulence motion. Therefore, 13 and 23 points were chosen in the …rst and
second measurement campaigns, respectively, downstream of the junction, where
long-term velocity measurements were done (Fig. 3).
It was, however, not clear that in stationary mode what is the length of the
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Figure 3. Plan view of the …xed ADCP verticals.

measurement time needed to capture a reasonably stabilized, time averaged velocity pro…le. In order to determine the required time interval the variation of the
normalized mean square error (NMSE) was used, as de…ned by Gonzalez-Castro
et al. (2000):

(UT

U )2

(2)
u2
where U is instantaneous velocity, UT is cumulated mean velocity from t = 0 to t
N M SE(T ) =

= T and u is velocity ‡uctuation.
Time series of raw velocity data from each pro…le in di¤erent measurement
layers (so called bins) were postprocessed and analyzed. Constituting the development of the normalized mean square error as a function of time (Fig. 4) the
adequate averaging time could be derived prescribing an error of 5%. It can be
stated that in the measured hydrodynamical situation a two-minute-long survey
is su¢ cient for almost all the studied pro…les to reach the stable velocity pro…le.
However, it is not the case in the shear zone of the con‡uence zone, where after
six minutes the error level does not drop below 10%. Collecting the measurement
time values needed to reach an error of 5% for the studied pro…les, belonging to
the …rst bins, cross-sectional distributions of this time can be plotted (Fig. 5).
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Figure 5. Measurement time needed to reach an error of 5% in the uppermost layers
(Colored numbers refer to pro…le ID, see Fig. 3).

Figure 6. Scetch of secondary ‡ow structure in a river con‡uence.

Again, it can be seen that in the shear layer the complex ‡ow pattern resulted
in longer averaging time interval. Here, due to velocity di¤erence between the two
rivers, higher velocity gradients are developing leading to vortex shedding typical
to such zones, which cause irregularities in detected velocity time series, thus,
longer measurement time to get stabilized velocity pro…le.
Two measurement campaigns were carried out representing di¤erent hydrologic
conditions (see Table 1). From both surveys time averaged velocities were derived
and plotted. Due to the bends of upstream channels swirling ‡ow structures are
developing as the ‡ow approaches the con‡uence. The phenomenon can also be
called helical ‡ow, which can be explained with the accumulated e¤ects of primary
and secondary ‡ows. Primary ‡ow components are pointing at the downstream
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Figure 7. Plan view of time averaged velocity vectors (campaign 1).

direction, while due to the pressure di¤erence between inner and outer banks a
circular ‡ow perpendicular to the main stream is present resulting in the secondary
motion of water. Reaching the junction the two swirling ‡ows are joining each
other and a two-cell helical motion is developing here (Fig. 6). Figure 7 shows time
averaged velocities from campaign 1 (colors represent vertical elevation) con…rming
the mentioned behavior of the ‡ows.
Q, Mosoni-Duna, m3 /s Q, Rába, m3 /s
campaign 1 65
75
campaign 2 51.5
23
Table 1. River discharges during the measurements.

For the characterization of the strength of secondary current a circulation
vector (S) was de…ned, which can be calculated for each pro…le (Fig. 8). It is
created based on the di¤erence vector between the ‡ow velocities closest to the
water surface (utop ) and to the river bottom (ubed ). This di¤erence vector is
projected onto the plane perpendicular to the direction of depth averaged ‡ow
(uav ), then rotated with 90 clockwise or anti-clockwise depending on the sense of
helical motion (according to a left-handed system). The resulted vector represents
the circulation per unit width. The horizontal components of the circulation vector
of the secondary currents can be derived from the following formula:
13
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Figure 8. Applied notation for calculation of circulation vector.

where

SX =

Uav
jutop
juav j

ubed j c sin(

")

(3)

SY =

Vav
jutop
juav j

ubed j c sin(

")

(4)

Uav

1
=
H

ZH

U dh

(5)

ZH

V dh

(6)

0

Vav

1
=
H

0

c = sign 'top

'bed

(7)

Helical ‡ow structure was studied plotting the above de…ned secondary current
vectors (Fig. 9). Vectors pointing in the ‡ow direction mean a swirling character
of clockwise direction, looking at a cross-section from downstream. Dots show the
position of shear layer marking a signi…cant di¤erence between the two hydrologic
situation. As expected the discharge ratio of the rivers determines the extension
of helical cells, i.e. the secondary ‡ow developing from the higher discharge will
represent larger areas in the con‡uence zone. Strongest swirling characters arise
in the shear layer in both campaigns, which may probably be the complex e¤ect
of the characteristic ‡ow pattern in river curvatures, and the interaction between
‡ow and scour hole development. As to the characteristic ‡ow pattern in river
curvatures, it can be stated that the basic ‡ow structure in a river bend shows a
14
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helical motion. Flow close to free surface moves toward the outer bank because
of centripetal acceleration, whereas near-bed ‡ow tends to the direction of inner
bank. Additionally, it is also shown that in natural bends this helical motion is
present only in the outer part of the river in case of a point bar development at
the inner bank. The interaction between ‡ow and scour hole development was
explained by Bradbrook et al. (2000). They pointed out the steering e¤ect of bed
topography marking the di¤erence in ‡ow structure between ‡at bed and real bed
geometry. As the ‡ow interacts with the scour hole a strong downwelling zone
appears in the shear layer enhancing secondary circulation, as was found here.

Figure 9. Circulation vectors from the two measurement campaigns.

2.2.3

Moving boat measurements

Besides the above detailed …xed boat surveys, conventional moving boat ADCP
measurements were also carried out. On one hand, repeated cross-sectional discharge gauging provided boundary data for numerical modelling, from one transect
upstream of the junction in each river, then in one transect in the con‡uence. On
the other hand, for providing calibration and veri…cation data to CFD model additional velocity surveys were performed with continuous crossings resulting in
25 transects on the roughly 600 m long zone. Measurements were done with the
same tool and same settings as above. In order to provide smooth data for CFD
15
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model calibration velocity ‡uctuations from ADCP velocities were …ltered using
a horizontal moving average of 30 neighboring data. Using a sampling frequency
of 3 Hz and a typical boat speed of 0.5 m/s the applied …ltering is equivalent to a
spatial averaging of 5 m (Fig. 10).

Figure 10. Spatial velocity distribution from moving boat ADCP measurements.

2.3
2.3.1

Numerical simulation of ‡ow in the con‡uence zone
Governing equations and solver

2.3.1.1 Description
The numerical tool exploited in this doctoral research is the CFD code called
SSIIM, which stands for Sediment Simulation In Intakes with Multiblock option
(Olsen, 2002). This numerical research tool has already been widely accepted
in the hydroscience community and served as a basis for several doctoral studies
(e.g. Booker, 2000; Fischer-Antze, 2005; Rüther, 2006), numerical studies of river
‡ows (e.g. Tritthart and Gutknecht, 2007; Fischer-Antze et al., 2001; Stoesser
et al., 2006; Wilson et al., 2003; Baranya and Józsa, 2006), numerical studies of
sediment transport (e.g. Jimenez et al., 2004; Viscardi et al., 2006; Wildhagen et
16
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al., 2005) as well as for investigation of environmental and water quality problems
(e.g. Hedger et al., 2004; Cli¤ord et al., 2005). The numerical model has been
validated in many applications in the …eld of river and environmental engineering,
and due to the accessibility of the source codes of the sediment transport modules
of the model, either the free parameterization of existing sediment load formulae
or even the development of new formulae are feasible.
SSIIM solves the 3D Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations
with the k-" turbulence closure (see e.g., Pope, 2001) by using a …nite-volume
method and the SIMPLE algorithm (Patankar, 1980) on a three-dimensional,
non-orthogonal, structured grid. The momentum equations are in complete form,
without resorting to the hydrostatic assumption.
In the Einstein summation convention, the RANS equations read
@Ui
@Ui
1 @
+ Uj
=
( P
@t
@xj
@xj

(8)

u i uj ) :

ij

where U is time-averaged velocity, u is velocity ‡uctuation, P is pressure; xj are
Cartesian space coordinates,

ij

is Kronecker delta,

is ‡uid density. The eddy-

viscosity concept is used to model the Reynolds stresses with a turbulence closure
ui uj =
where

T

@Ui @Uj
+
@xj
@xi

T

2
k
3

(9)

ij

is eddy viscosity coe¢ cient, k is turbulent kinetic energy and
1
ui ui
2

k

(10)

The scaling
k2
(11)
"
is used to calculate the eddy viscosity after solving the transport equations for k
T

=c

and ".
Substituting the Reynolds stresses into the RANS equations, one obtains
@Ui
@Ui
1 @
+ Uj
=
@t
@xj
@xj

2
P+ k
3
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T
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+
@xj
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The transport of k is modelled by the di¤erential equation
@k
@
@k
+ Uj
=
@t
@xj
@xj

@k
k @xj

T

+ Pk

"

(13)

where Pk de…nes the production of k expressed as
Pk =

T

@Uj
@xj

@Uj @Ui
+
@xi
@xj

(14)
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The transport of " is modelled by
@"
@"
@
+ Uj
=
@t
@xj
@xj

T
"

@"
@xj

"
+ C"1 Pk
k

"2
C"2
k

(15)

The coe¢ cients of the k-" turbulence closure are
c = 0:09 C"1 = 1:44 C"2 = 1:92

k

= 1:0

"

= 1:3

2.3.1.2 Boundary conditions
Dirichlet boundary conditions have to be assigned at the in‡ow boundary. At the
out‡ow boundaries, zero-gradient conditions are used for all variables. On the bed
the velocity pro…le is calculated from the well-known formula (Schlichting, 1979):
U
1
= ln
u

30z
ks

where U is boundary aligned velocity, u is friction or bed shear velocity,

(16)
is

von Karman constant (0.41), z is distance from the wall and ks is the Nikuradze
roughness. At the water surface, Ux , Uy , P and " have zero gradient boundary
conditions, whereas Uz is set to a certain value and k is equal to zero.

2.3.2

The numerical domain

2.3.2.1 Computational mesh
The rivers’elevation model was mapped onto a single-block structured grid …tted
to the banks with 150 streamwise and 48 spanwise cells, corresponding to an
average cell size of 6x3 m. A limited number of cells were blocked out to represent
land areas (Figure 11). Vertically, 10 cell layers were used re…ned toward the
bottom so as to capture strong gradients. Overall, there were approximately
70000 active cells.
As the ‡ow structures commented hereinafter strongly depend on the two
rivers’junction angle, I chose to model an extended region upstream of the con‡uence zone, rather than its vicinity thereof, in spite of longer computational times.
Indeed, Lane et al. (1999) studied the secondary currents in a river con‡uence
with and without de…ning the upstream topography of the tributaries, and they
pointed out the appropriateness of the former choice. In that study, they predicted
di¤erent cross-sectional ‡ow structures when the bends of the upstream reaches
are included in the domain.
2.3.2.2 Model validation
Detailed water surface data was not available, thus, ADCP velocity data was
used for model calibration. The discharges used for calibration were 65 m3 /s
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Figure 11. Detail of the grid in the con‡uence zone.

and 75 m3 /s for River Mosoni-Duna and River Rába, respectively. Roughness is
a key input to the model which o¤ers several options to de…ne it. The Strickler
coe¢ cient was used in this case, applying a homogeneous distribution of 40 m1=3 /s
that yielded the best …t between measured and calculated time averaged velocities.
Cross-sectional distributions of measured and calculated velocities close to free
surface are shown in Figure 12 marking a satisfactory agreement, on the whole.
Velocity pro…les from CFD results were also compared with time-averaged …xed
boat ADCP pro…les and a fairly good …tting was observed, again. Characteristic
‡ow velocity pro…les from various horizontal locations are plotted in Figure 13.

2.4

Results and discussion

The main purpose of numerical investigations was to see the feasibility of reproduction of spatial ‡ow structures and to gain a better knowledge on the
nature of con‡uence ‡ows. Three hydrological situations were de…ned to study
‡ow structures, two of which represented conditions of ADCP measurement campaigns, whereas in the third one a typical ‡ood wave arrived in River Rába (Table
2, where MD index refers to River Mosoni-Duna). Section-averaged ‡ow velocities and the momentum-‡ux ratios are also shown, the latter is de…ned as
MR = (

QMD uMD ) = (

QRaba uRaba ).
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Figure 12. Measured (red envelops) and calculated (vector) ‡ow velocities close to free
surface from ADCP transects.
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QMD , m3 /s
V1 65
V2 51.5
V3 40

QRaba , m3 /s
75
23
100

uMD , m/s uRaba , m/s MR
0.30
0.54
0.5
0.40
0.27
3.3
0.18
0.71
0.1

Table 2. Hydrological situations studied with CFD model.

Using the above detailed method, the circulation vectors were calculated for
numerical model results, too. Figure 14 shows horizontal distribution of the vectors
derived both from measurements and CFD model. A good qualitative agreement
can be observed, i.e. sense and direction of secondary circulation are estimated
well, however, magnitudes mark stronger inhomogeneity in measurement. Although, for the most part strength of circulation is somewhat underestimated,
CFD model results also indicate, as explained above, that helical motion is enhanced in the zone of con‡uence centerline. Interestingly, a considerable secondary
circulation appears on the left half of the post-con‡uence channel. Looking at the
alignment of left bank one can see a low radius of curvature generating helical
motion, moreover, bed topography indicates a sidebar development on the righthand side, which certainly has a steering e¤ect on development of helical cells as
it was commented by e.g. Bradbrook et al. (2000).
Calculated circulation vectors are shown for the three model variants on Figure
15. In all the studied cases the two counter-rotating cells are forming downstream
of the con‡uence apex, however, with di¤erent sizes. Moreover, not only the extent of secondary circulation, but the direction of main ‡ow is also in‡uenced by
the change of momentum-‡ux. Opposite sense of secondary circulations at the
junction tip indicates a strong downwelling character of the ‡ow, thus explaining the presence of a nearly 6 m deep local scour. In case of Variant 3, where
River Mosoni-Duna dominates the ‡ow (MR = 3:3) the two-cell counter-rotating
motion is transformed into one anti-clockwise rotation (looking from downstream
direction). It can be explained with the rapid realignment of streamlines of the
dominating ‡ow enhanced by the e¤ect of left bank’s curvature. The length of
the zone a¤ected by signi…cant secondary ‡ow in the post-con‡uence channel is
(1

3) B, where B is mean channel width.
In the marked cross-sections (Fig. 15) three-dimensional velocity vectors were

projected into the plane perpendicular to depth-averaged velocity direction, in
each pro…le, showing the strength of secondary currents for the three model variants (Fig. 16). Directly at the apex of the junction (section A) a clear helical cell
develops in River Rába, in contrast with River Mosoni-Duna, where signi…cant
secondary current can not be observed. It can be explained with the planform of
the merging rivers, showing a sharper bend in case of River Rába (see e.g. Fig.
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Figure 14. Circulation vectors from ADCP measurements (campaign1) and CFD
model.

Figure 15. Calculated secondary current vectors in three hydrological situations (each
second point is shown for clarity).
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Figure 16. Secondary current structures in modell variants 1-3 (1: top, 2: middle, 3:
bottom), upstream oritented view.
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Figure 17. Elevation colore stream bands in the con‡uence zone (Perspective view).

19). In section B, all hydrological situations result in counter-rotating secondary
‡ow cells, however, locations of centerline of downwelling zones di¤er. Nevertheless, despite the signi…cant momentum di¤erence between the two rivers, it seems
that the scour hole at junction tip determines the position of connecting rotations,
which points out the interaction between ‡ow and bed topography. Going further
in the post-con‡uence channel a strong upwelling ‡ow arises in the centre, indicating the out‡ow from scour hole, in section C. Additionally, the momentum of the
joining rivers are still separately dominating in the ‡ow in a distance approximately one river width from the junction. In case of a momentum-‡ux ratio of 0.1
(variant 3) swirling character of ‡ow near to left bank weakens, almost disappears.
From this point, strength of helical ‡ow structure generated by the con‡uence is
decreasing and curvature of left bank seems to a¤ect the ‡ow. Enhancing the existing circulation at left bank a one-cell secondary current develops in section D,
however, only in variant 2, where three times higher momentum-‡ux characterizes
the ‡ow in River Mosoni-Duna.
Three-dimensional numerical modeling results show signi…cant spatial behavior
of con‡uence ‡ow. Due to river curvatures a helical motion develops connecting
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to and enhancing each other in the post-con‡uence channel. This mechanism is
similar to the ‡ow pattern in a river bend and can be explained with the interaction
between centripetal acceleration and the counteracting pressure gradient force.
Two counter-rotating secondary circulations result in a considerable downwelling
at junction apex as it can be seen from Figure 17, where streamtraces starting from
free surface close to inner banks are moving toward the river bottom, while the
ones from outer banks are concentrating in the con‡uence centerline. Since strong
helical motion is present only from the apex to a distance of approximately one
river width, streamtraces that got to river bed due to downwelling are remaining
in that horizontal layer. Although, it was also shown that post-con‡uence channel
planform and bed topography also in‡uence the ‡ow structure, as a strong one-cell
swirling ‡ow develops owing to signi…cant sediment deposition on right bank and
low-radius bank curvature at left side.

2.5

Conclusions

Three-dimensional analysis of con‡uence ‡ows were examined by means of ADCP
and CFD modelling. Two …eld measurement campaigns were carried out in order to provide calibration data for numerical modeling and to detect helical ‡ow
structures, typical to river junctions. The latter phenomena could be observed
with long-term …xed boat ADCP measurements. Time averaged velocity vectors
presented considerable deviations both in magnitude and direction along measured
verticals. To quantify the strength of secondary ‡ows a secondary current vector
was introduced calculated from the di¤erence of near-surface and near-bottom velocity vectors, projecting it onto the plane perpendicular to depth-averaged ‡ow
direction. Two counter-rotating secondary cells developed in the con‡uence zone,
in both campaigns, creating a downwelling zone in the centerline near to the apex
of con‡uence pointing at the scour hole. Strength and sense of secondary circulations marked di¤erence between the two hydrological situations, which can be
explained with di¤erent momentum-‡ux ratios of the joining rivers. The length
of measurement time needed to reach a stable velocity pro…le was also studied
pointing out the complex ‡ow pattern in the shear layer, where maximum time
period of six minutes was still not enough to reach 5% of estimation error of timeaveraged velocity. It can be explained with the Kelvin-Helmholtz type vortex
shedding typical to unstable layers such as the shear layer between the merging
rivers with di¤erent velocities. Indeed, such vortex formation is noticeable in
laboratory model (Baranya and Józsa, 2007) and also in the …eld, but can be
hardly detected with this method. Development of velocity measurements and
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postprocessing tools is required in order to obtain reasonable data for characterizing instable shear zone. On one hand, it probably requires a more accurate …xing
of the vessel, since smaller movements can bias instantaneous velocity. On the
other hand, analysis of velocity time series should step towards the wavelet or
spectral analysis to be able to detect characteristic oscillations. On the whole,
it was shown that combining moving boat and …xed boat ADCP measurements
the spatial behavior of con‡uence ‡ow is measurable. In contrast with measurements of con‡uence ‡ows with ADV (Rhoads and Shukodolov, 2001, Lane et al.,
1998) ADCP o¤ers faster, thus more economical surveys, moreover moving boat
measurements result in a spatially large velocity data with high resolution. It has
to be stated, however, that our experience was that turbulent characteristics due
to applied time resolution and boat …xation can not be satisfactorily derived. In
order to measure turbulent features and vortex formation parallel ADV surveys
are suggested.
Numerical study of con‡uence hydrodynamics was accomplished with a 3D
RANS model with the k-" turbulence closure. Steady state ‡ow patterns were
computed for three hydrological situations representing di¤erent momentum-‡ux
ratios of the two rivers. Secondary currents showed good qualitative agreement
with those derived from ADCP measurements, however, slight di¤erences between
their magnitude were found. A modi…cation of k-" turbulence model using Renormalization Group Theory (RNG) might lead to better agreement with measurements as it was introduced by Biron et al. (2004), as it is shown to be better suited
to situations where ‡ow separation occurs. Regarding the shear layer instabilities, horizontal vorticity …eld generated by the merging streams can be derived
(Baranya and Józsa, 2007), but not yet the horizontal large-eddy patterns typical
of mixing layer (i.e. the Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities). This is partly due to
the choice of analyzing a steady-state condition and also, the turbulence closure
should be upgraded by considering improved models like Reynolds-stress transport or, even, using a LES rather than Reynolds-averaged approach altogether.
Although Bradbrook et al. (2000) applied a LES approach to model the periodic
‡ow in a natural river con‡uence, yet without capturing the horizontal large-scale
eddies naturally developing at the mixing interface. Moreover, advanced turbulence models have higher computational demands. Therefore, it is believed that
the present ‡ow predictions are close to an optimum point between the high demands set by the complexity of the natural phenomena and the capacity of the
research tools.
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METHODOLOGICAL ANALYSIS OF FIXED
AND MOVING BOAT ADCP
MEASUREMENTS
3.1

Introduction

Acoustic Doppler Current Pro…lers (ADCPs) are extensively used in river ‡ow
measurements nowadays. The most general utilization of ADCPs is measuring
river discharge from boats moving along river transects. Many articles dealt with
introduction measurement theory, operational techniques, accuracy problems etc.
(e.g. Gordon, 1989; Simpson and Oltmann; 1993, Simpson, 2001; Yorke and
Oberg, 2002). Nevertheless, making use of the fact that the ADCP records detailed three-dimensional velocity …eld, besides determining the river discharge,
many other ‡ow and river morphological parameters might be derived. Continuous velocity pro…ling results in detailed three-dimensional velocity data with high
spatial and temporal resolution. With an appropriate measurement method and
data …ltering extracted vertical velocity distributions can be used for characterization of secondary ‡ow structures (e.g. Dinehart and Burau, 2005; Kostaschuk
et al., 2005), furthermore, hydro-morphological and habitat characterization of
rivers, as well. E.g. Sime et al. (2007) used moving boat ADCP data to recover
bed shear stress in the gravel bed of lower Fraser River, Canada. They tested
alternative ways to estimate local bed shear stress and found that most precise
method uses the vertically averaged mean velocity and a zero-velocity height based
on bed grain size information. Rennie and Church (2002) measured the apparent bed load velocity estimating the bias in bottom tracking due to a moving
bottom applying a long sampling duration of 25 min. Besides, they introduced
a good correlation between bed load velocity and mean bedload transport rates
measured using conventional samplers. As an additional characterization of river
hydrodynamics, e¤orts were made to provide longitudinal dispersion coe¢ cients
in natural streams by Kim et al. (2007), who developed a software which uses
ADCP data to estimate the mentioned parameter.
Despite the above mentioned papers report promising results, it can be seen
that since river ‡ows are strongly turbulent, instantaneous velocity distributions
may show large deviations from average ones, thus estimations based solely on
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these vertical velocity pro…les can lead to inaccurate, occasionally even unrealistic
values of the derived parameters. Carrying out moving vessel and long-term …xed
point ADCP measurements in parallel, however, can result in re…ned performance
of such methods. In the present study detailed hydrodynamic survey of a six km
long reach of the Hungarian Danube was performed by means of ADCP, as an
important phase of 3D ‡ow and sediment transport modelling projects. Apart
from collecting calibration and veri…cation data for the numerical modelling, the
hydrodynamic and morphological diversity of the study reach o¤ered the opportunity for a methodological analysis of ADCP-based hydrodynamic surveys. The
main focus was on one hand, on quantifying and comparing the representativeness
of moving and …x boat measurement modes, including recommendations on the
time needed in stationary mode operation to obtain su¢ ciently stabilized average
pro…les and related parameters, such as bed-shear stress, roughness height and
longitudinal dispersion coe¢ cient. On the other hand we aimed to reveal spatial
distribution from moving boat ADCP data for the same parameters.

3.2

Study site

The studied river reach is a six km long reach of River Danube, close to the
southern border to Croatia (Fig. 18). In this part of the river the bed material is
entirely sand, with a mean diameter of 0.35 mm. A developing side bar at the left
bank between rkm 1434 and 1437 causes narrowing of navigational channel, thus
problems for inland navigation.

Figure 18. Aerial photo showing the study reach from upstream view (photo from
Gábor Keve).
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As a conventional remedy, groin …elds have been implemented to make and
maintain the reach su¢ ciently deep, navigable even in low ‡ow period, however,
further interventions are needed in order to reach an optimal channel geometry. As
is usually the case, these works resulted in rather complex ‡ow characteristics and
related bed topography at places. Moreover, due to the bed material and typical
hydrodynamical conditions, bed forms are present, especially in the shallow parts
at the left bank. The dune formation can easily be observed on low-altitude
aerial photos taken in low-‡ow regimes (Fig. 18). To investigate the geometric
characteristics of dunes, longitudinal and transversal bed pro…ling were carried
out, the former by means of ADCP, the latter with ultrasonic depth sounder.
Longitudinal pro…les along the lines indicated on the bed topography map (Fig.
19) are shown on Figure 20. One can observe a row of dunes along the line
near to left bank with typical sizes of 0.5-1 m height and 10-20 m length (see
the detailed plot). A close relation between dune amplitudes and water depth is
marked as dune heights are decreasing towards the two end points of the pro…le
where deeper zones are present. According to ADCP measurements bed forms can

Figure 19. Bed topography map of the study reach.

only be found in the shallow zones, however, it is possible that sharp changes in bed
geometry are smoothed in deep zones due to averaging of measured depth values
of the four diverging ADCP beams. Besides longitudinal bed pro…ling carried out
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with ADCP, more accurate transversal bed topography measurements made with
ultrasonic depth sounder provided information of cross-sectional bed geometry.
Cross-section shapes taken from rkm 1433.5-1436 are plotted on Figure 21 (see
the exact location of transects on Fig. 19). The pro…les unequivocally show bed
forms in the zone of side bar, which marks three-dimensionality of dune shapes.
Indeed, aerial photos made in the Southern-Hungarian Danube sign the presence of
sinuous and linguoid-type dunes (according to the categorization of Allen, 1968),
having typically spatial formation. Moreover, smaller scale bed forms can be seen
in the main stream with an average amplitude of 0.1 m demonstrating that the
whole reach is covered by dunes of di¤erent sizes.
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Figure 20. Longitudinal bed pro…les from ADCP measurements (colors are indicating
measurement lines, see Fig. 19)

3.3

Field measurements

Hydrodynamic survey of the study reach was performed by an RDI four beam 600
kHz Rio Grande ADCP, mounted on a vessel. On one hand, moving boat measurements were done with 2.5 Hz sampling frequency with a vertical resolution of
25 cm. During the surveys DGPS position data were continuously collected which
gave the opportunity to locate each measurement in absolute coordinate system.
Seven transects were measured with moving vessel operation with an average spacing of 600 m between transects, performing six crossings in each section. On
the other hand, …xed vessel measurements were also done using the settings mentioned above. Five vertical pro…les per cross-section were measured over 10 min
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Figure 21. Cross-section shapes of study reach (locations are indicated on Fig. 19).

time intervals.
The …eld surveys were carried out during the falling limb of a moderate ‡ood
wave. Measurements started in the uppermost section of rkm 1437+500 at a
discharge of

2900 m3 /s and ended at the downstream end at rkm 1433+300 at a

discharge of

2200 m3 /s. Unsteady ‡ow conditions have no in‡uence on measured

velocity data during the stationary and cross-sectional measurements, since time
scale of discharge variation due to ‡ood wave is much larger than measurement
intervals, however, hydrodynamical conditions can slightly vary between studied
transects.

3.3.1

Fixed vessel measurements

Main goal of stationary measurements was to study the behavior of turbulent velocity pro…les and to see the feasibility of hydrodynamical and hydro-morphological
parameter derivation from both instantaneous and time-averaged velocity pro…les.
In the …rst step the sampling time length needed to get reasonably stabilized velocity values was investigated. In order to determine the required time interval
the variation of the normalized mean square error (NMSE) was used, as de…ned
in Chapter 2.
The method of data analysis is introduced through the example of a chosen
point, representative to the study reach. A characteristic plot of the error in different depths of the chosen pro…le is shown in Figure 22. Bin 1 means cell closest
to free surface, whereas Bin 20 is the one near to river bottom. As can be seen a
measuring interval of around 180 seconds gives adequate values ful…lling an error
criteria of 5%. Despite in this plot one can see that variation of NMSE is not in‡uenced by the vertical position of the measurement points, the relation between
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Figure 22. Variation of (1-NMSE) function in a chosen pro…le.

the required sampling time (that is to keep the error below 5%) and sampling
depth was investigated. Furthermore, the sensitivity on mean ‡ow velocity and
‡ow discharge was also analyzed and signi…cant correlation was not found. After
postprocessing all the …xed boat measurements, the required measurement time
was derived in three depths and plotted on Figure 23. On the average, an approximately three minute-long measurement seems adequate, however, in some
cases the necessary time can reach 8-10 min. These points are usually located in
extremely deep zones or in the environment of groynes, where complex, unsteady
‡ow pattern is characteristic.
Instantaneous and the 10 min mean vertical velocity pro…les are shown in
Figure 24 for the same pro…le as above. As expected in a ‡ow with high Reynolds
number, the instantaneous velocity distribution is signi…cantly scattering around
mean pro…le. Mean velocity values for each bin were calculated …rstly creating
the mean for the two horizontal components, then producing the square root of
the sum-of-squares (Eq 17). In most cases a stable vertical pro…le showing a
logarithmic distribution resulted.
N
1 X
ux;i (z)
Ux (z) =
N i=1

N
1 X
Uy (z) =
uy;i (z)
N i=1

U (z) =

q

Ux (z)2 + Uy (z)2
(17)

Vertical distribution of streamwise velocity in turbulent boundary layer ‡ows
can be de…ned with "law of the wall":
U (z) =

u

ln

z
+ Bs
ks

(18)
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where z is distance from bed, u =
stress,

is density of water,

p

= is bed-shear velocity,

is bed-shear

0:41 is von Kármán’s constant and ks is Nikur-

adse’s equivalent roughness, whereas Bs is a constant. According to Nikuradze in
rough turbulent ‡ows Bs is equal to 8.5 (Schlichting, 1955), therefore Equation 18
can be rewritten in the form of Equation 16.
It can be seen that in case of a known velocity pro…le, a …tted logarithmic function can be used for estimation of ks , u and . In order to see the development of
the parameters with measuring interval, the logarithmic pro…le …tting using the
least squares method was performed both on the instantaneous and the cumulated
vertical velocity distribution (Fig. 25). The distributions of roughness and shear
velocity show signi…cant di¤erence between the two estimation methods. Nikuradze roughness values derived from instantaneous velocity pro…les representing
values in the order of magnitude of ten meters, marking obviously unreal parameters. However, after a few ten seconds of averaging a fairly good estimation
can be obtained resulting in a value in the order of magnitude of ten centimeters.
Similarly, bed-shear velocity values are largely overestimated from instantaneous
data, whereas a typical value of 10 cm/s is shown after a short averaging interval.
It can be stated that parameter derivation from single ensembles can not be used
for hydro-morphological characterization, but with averaging of raw velocity data,
and logarithmic curve …tting on average pro…le can serve essential information on
near-bed conditions. Nevertheless, it has to be considered that accuracy of ADCP
depth measurement limits the precision of roughness estimation, since the value
of ks =30 is directly in‡uenced by the measured local depth. Therefore, derived ks
values have to be handled carefully, knowing that its accuracy can not be lower
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Figure 24. Instantaneous (blue dots), time-averaged (red dots) and …tted logarithmic
velocity pro…les.

than the order of magnitude of 0.1 m, i.e. roughness height of bed material such
as clay, sand or gravel can not be quanti…ed with this method as discussed in the
followings. Considering the formula of van Rijn (1982) (Eq 19) it can be seen that
in case of a plane river bed Nikuradse’s roughness can be estimated from grain
size of bed material, resulting in values in the order of magnitude of mm, in case
of sand bed.
(19)

ks = 3D90

where D90 is the grain diameter that belongs to 90% on the curve of grain size
distribution. However, taking into account the ‡ow resistance of bed forms, much
higher roughness values can be obtained. In this case the e¤ective roughness can
be derived from the following equation (van Rijn, 1982).
ks = 1:1 (1
where

is bed form height and

e

25

)

(20)

is bed form length, calculated as 7:3d, where d is

water depth. In this study I attempted to characterize bed roughness quantifying
the e¤ect of bed forms on ‡ow.
To see the capabilities of ADCP measurements to provide essential information for study of mixing processes, we examined the feasibility of the calculation of
longitudinal dispersion coe¢ cient. A few promising results were already published
on this topic, e.g. Kim et al. (2007) developed a software which calculates longitudinal dispersion coe¢ cients driven by vertical and transverse velocity gradients.
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Figure 25. Calculated roughness heights and bed-shear velocity derived from instantaneous and cumulated average pro…les.

They calculated the parameter distribution in an 1200 m long reach of River Mississippi based on moving boat ADCP measurements, then compared the results
with empirical formulas. In this study we only focus on the quanti…cation of the
longitudinal dispersion coe¢ cient driven by vertical velocity gradient. In such a
case the parameter can be derived from the formula of Taylor (1954):

DL =

1
h

Zh
0

u

00

Zz

0

1
Dz

Zz

u00 dzdzdz

(21)

0

where DL is longitudinal dispersion coe¢ cient, h is local depth, u00 is deviation
of velocity from depth-averaged velocity, z is vertical position from bed surface, whereas Dz is vertical turbulent di¤usion coe¢ cient which can be estimated
(Taylor, 1954) as
Dz = 0:067u h

(22)

Since velocity deviations have to be integrated over the total depth data extrapolation has to be done both in the direction of free surface and bottom. For this
purpose a zero velocity was assumed in the height of ks =30 and the measured velocity closest to free surface was assumed to prevail also at the surface (see yellow
dots on Fig. 26).
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3.3.2

Moving vessel measurements

Moving boat ADCP measurements provide spatially overall picture of ‡ow conditions, however, local instantaneous velocity data show considerable turbulent
‡uctuation, thus above introduced parameter derivation contains uncertainties.
The main purpose of moving boat ADCP data analysis was to see if a suitable
measurement method and data postprocessing can call forth reasonable estimations of spatial distribution of roughness height, bed-shear velocity and longitudinal dispersion coe¢ cient. In the …eld surveys, six crossings were carried out in the
same transects where stationary measurements were done, with the bout mounted
ADCP applying a time resolution of

0.4 s, a bin size of 0.25 m and a mean boat

speed of 1.35 m/s. Firstly, logarithmic curve …tting was performed on the raw
velocity pro…les for each measured ensemble from all the six crossings to get crosssectional distributions of the parameters. As expected, strong pulsation results in
unrealistic values (see Fig. 28), therefore two …ltering methods were tested. On
one hand, raw velocity data was …ltered with a moving average method in the
horizontal sense. According to bathymetry bed forms are present in the study
reach, thus rapidly varying bed levels throughout a cross-section in‡uence nearbottom velocity averaging if the …ltering method is based on the prede…ned ADCP
transect grid. In order to eliminate this problem, all the raw velocity pro…les were
transformed onto a grid using sigma-transformation, i.e. vertical velocity distributions were de…ned in relative depths applying a resolution of 5, 15, 25, 35, 45, 55,
65, 75, 85, 95% of the total depth. Thus, logarithmic curve …tting was performed
using relative heights from river bed for each pro…le, then the derived roughness
height was multiplied with local depth to get the valid value. Besides moving
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Figure 27. Cross sectional distribution of depth and depth-averaged velocities.

average …ltering, the goodness of curve …tting was also considered. For each pro…le the correlation coe¢ cient was derived and a lower threshold value of 0.9 was
applied. To …nd the adequate moving average window size six variants were distinguished de…ning a spatial window of 0, 5, 10, 25, 50 and 100 m. The number
of ensembles to average (E) was calculated based on mean boat speed (vboat ), the
1
sampling frequency (f ) and the width of spatial window (L), as E = L f vboat

thus e.g. a window of …ve meters means nine neighboring ensembles. For the tests
a representative transect from rkm 1434.5 was chosen, where larger bed forms are
located at left bank and a scour hole developed at right bank, near to a groyne
(Fig. 27). Depth-averaged velocity pro…le marks high velocities around 1 m/s in
the deeper zone, while in the shallow parts a ‡ow velocity of 0.5 m/s is typical
(Fig. 27). Cross-sectional distributions of derived roughness height, bed-shear velocity and longitudinal dispersion coe¢ cient values are plotted on Figure 28. As
a sort of reference values, the parameters from stationary ADCP measurements
are also plotted. As it was already mentioned, with analytical pro…le …tting on
raw velocity data using Eq. ?? realistic parameters can not be derived, because
of signi…cant scattering of instantaneous data. Using a …ve-meter wide window
still very few data fall within the range of realistic values, however, estimated u
and DL are close to reference ones. The larger spatial window is used, the more
reasonable values are provided for the latter two parameters, moreover, in case of
the largest, 100 m wide window the derived distributions still show su¢ ciently …ne
information of spatial variability. Unlikely, ks values are still extremely scattering
in case of shorter averaging range, which can be explained with the uncertainties
of near-bottom velocity measurements. Indeed, bed-shear velocity (which is the
gradient of …tted exponential curve in a semi-logarithmic system, in fact) and longitudinal dispersion coe¢ cient mainly depend on the whole velocity pro…le and
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thus, slightly sensitive to near-bed conditions, whereas ks =30, which is the intercept of …tted curve, can result in changes of one order of magnitude due to small
deviations in near-bed velocity, moreover, it is directly a¤ected by the accuracy
of depth measurement, unfortunately. Not surprisingly, one can see reasonable
distribution of ks only with applying a considerably large window size of 100 m.
In this case, concerning the bed roughness the cross-section can be separated in
two main parts, the left half between 0-280 m and the remaining part. The former
can be characterized with values in the order of magnitude of 1 m, while the latter
falls in the range of 0-0.5 m. Looking at bed topography map (Fig. 19) it can
be observed that the zone of higher roughness represents the side bar at left bank
where bed forms can be found with an amplitude of one meter, whereas lower
values between 300-500 m are in the main stream with smaller bed forms. To see
the suitability of roughness height values, the formula of bed form roughness of
van Rijn (1982) was looked into (Eq. 20). Typical water depth values were substituted into the formula resulting in roughness parameters plotted on Figure 29.
Grey rectangle marks the range of dune heights that can be found in the shallow
parts of the study reach. As seen here, the derived ks values of 1 m from ADCP
…ts to the characteristic bed form roughness according to the formula. In the main
stream roughness values derived from ADCP measurements show a slight overestimation related to the formula (see black rectangle marking roughness values of
0.1 m), nevertheless, the cross-sectional variation of the parameter denotes a
satisfactory qualitative characterization. Cross-sectional distribution of bed-shear

Figure 29. Bed form roughness vs. dune height and water depth.

velocity shows a homogeneous pattern with a mean value of 0.07 m/s and seems to
be slightly in‡uenced by local depth. Contrarily, pro…le of longitudinal dispersion
coe¢ cient marks a signi…cant di¤erence between the two banks, increasing from
0.5 to 5 m2 /s from the shallow left bank with slow water ‡ow to the deep right
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bank with high ‡ow velocities. On the whole it can be stated that, though a considerably wide spatial averaging window of 100 m is needed, distributions of the
parameters mark reasonably stable transversal pro…les and acceptable agreement
with values derived from long-term measurements.
As adequate …ltering method provides reasonable cross-sectional parameter
distributions, two-dimensional …elds of the characteristics were produced interpolating cross-sectional values on a curvilinear, structured grid (Fig. 30).
Though ADCP transects located were spaced approximately 600 m, representative patterns could be still obtained by interpolation. The interpolation technique
used here assumes that known data are located in cross-sections perpendicular
with main ‡ow, the same as we have ADCP data. For each grid point two known
points closest both in upstream and downstream directions are chosen and a linear
interpolation is done based on the distance between grid point and known points
(Olsen, 2002). Field of water depth was calculated based on detailed bathymetry
showing a considerably complex channel topography. Main ‡ow is located at right
bank in this reach, showing more than 10 m depth at the narrow in‡ow section,
and scour holes with similar depth at the tip of groynes. The developing side bar
at left bank has a width of

300 m at the widest section with a mean water depth

of 4 m. As seen on the plot of depth-averaged ‡ow velocities, bed morphology
strongly determines ‡ow pattern. The shallow zones can be characterized with a
mean ‡ow velocity of 0.5 m/s, thus play a fairly limited role in ‡ow conveyance.
Accordingly the sediment transport capacity decreases here, leading to deposition
of …ne material and growth of sidebar. Moreover, as it was already introduced
above, the ‡ow and sandy river bed interaction in this zone leads to the development of an instable bed surface resulting in large bed forms with sizes of

=1 m

height and =10-20 m length. The larger part of discharge is ‡owing in the navigational channel, pushed to right bank with a velocity of 0.9-1.0 m/s in mean water
regime. Distribution of Nikuradse’s roughness height shows the expected pattern,
indicating the location of higher bed forms, principally in the zone of sidebar. The
values are in accordance with the ones calculated from the bed form roughness
formula of van Rijn (see Fig. 29), though in the main channel ks is probably somewhat overestimated. Bed-shear velocity distribution marks only a slight di¤erence
between main channel and sidebar conditions, however, since bed-shear stress is
proportional to the square of u , the increased deviation can emphasize that shallow near-bank ‡ows at left side tend to deposit …ne sediment. Similarly to ks and
u , the areal distribution of longitudinal dispersion coe¢ cient was also generated.
The mixing processes driven by vertical velocity gradients show di¤erent behavior
spatially. As it can be seen on the …eld of DL a di¤erence of one order of magnitude
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Figure 30. Interpolated parameter …elds (points show values from …xed ADCP).
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can arise even in this fairly short river reach. Bed morphology seems to have a
strong in‡uence on the pattern of dispersion coe¢ cient as much stronger mixing
is expected in deep zones than in the shallow parts, where mixing due to vertical
velocity di¤erences is almost negligible. It has to be noted, however, that in large
rivers such as River Danube, mixing due to transversal velocity di¤erences can be
much higher as it was shown by e.g. Kim et al. (2007), its quanti…cation has to
be accomplished in the same way (again, Kim et al. 2007), though. Nevertheless,
in this study the main goal was to see the feasibility of producing spatial pattern
of the parameters, therefore longitudinal dispersion coe¢ cient driven by vertical
velocity gradients was calculated.
The comparison of parameters from moving boat and stationary ADCP measurements was carried out to see the agreement and representativeness of the two
measurement methods. Parameters from moving boat measurements were collected from the maps from the locations of …xed boat surveys, then data pairs were
plotted on Figure 31. Roughness height values derived from the two measurement
modes show weak relation, especially in the range of higher values. It can be
explained with the di¤erence between the local and a spatially averaged e¤ect of
bed forms on ‡ow. Local values are a¤ected by the bed morphology of a very
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Figure 31. Parameters from moving boat and stationary ADCP measurements (left:
roughness height, m; mid: bed-shear velocity, ms 1 ; right: longitudinal dispersion coef…cient, m2 s 1 . Red lines are regression lines).

small environment of the measurement point, only, i.e. roughness height can differ depending whether the boat is positioned above the crest or the lee of a dune.
Contrarily, if the quantity is estimated from moving boat ADCP, an overall e¤ect
is shown since velocities are spatially …ltered and thus the interception of …tted
curve is also smoothed in a way. High correlation, therefore, was not expected,
however, in case of plane river bed the values should …t. Somewhat stronger relation can be observed for bed-shear velocity, however, calculated values cover only a
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small range of 0.05-0.1 m/s. Nevertheless, at least two types of zones can be separated, one representing the main stream and the other marking shallow zones with
moderate speci…c discharge. Distinguishing between them can be evaluated with
both measurements methods showing reliability of parameter derivation process.
A rather good matching is shown in case of the longitudinal dispersion coe¢ cient,
too. This parameter is calculated directly from the measured vertical velocity
pro…le without considering …tted logarithmic curve and thus, moderately depends
on near-bottom conditions. Space and time …ltered velocity data seems to be little
sensitive to moving average …ltering and shows good agreement with stationary
measured velocity pro…le. Both types of measurements modes, therefore, ensure
reasonable estimations of dispersion coe¢ cient.

3.4

Summary and conclusions

This chapter dealt with the introduction and analysis of ADCP measurements in a
sand bed reach of River Danube. The goal of the study was to provide information
on hydromorphological and dispersion quantities from appropriate ADCP surveys
as an additional data of hydrological …eld measurements. The theoretical base
was given on one hand by the log-law, which describes the vertical velocity distribution in turbulent ‡ow. Fitting the analytical function onto measured pro…les
derivation of bed-shear velocity and Nikuradse’s roughness height could be done.
On the other hand, the formula of Taylor (1954) was used to estimate longitudinal
dispersion coe¢ cient driven by vertical velocity gradients. Firstly, the measurement time needed to get a reasonably stabilized velocity pro…le was examined for
…xed boat ADCP measurements and was found, that a measuring interval of three
minutes gives su¢ ciently stable pro…les, on average. Then …tting the analytical
logarithmic function on mean velocity pro…les, roughness height and bed-shear
velocity values were derived, furthermore, the longitudinal dispersion coe¢ cients
were estimated, the latter directly from measured velocities.
Cross-sectional ADCP data were analyzed in the same way after spatial …ltering of raw velocity data. Measured velocities were transformed on a transversal
grid using sigma-transformation vertically, in order to have the spatial data on
a uniform grid to avoid false estimations of the near-bottom parameters caused
by varying bed levels. Goodness-of-…t of logarithmic curve …t was also observed
and parameters derived from a …tting weaker than a correlation coe¢ cient of 0.9
were omitted. Spatial averaging windows of di¤erent sizes were studied and it was
found that a wide window of 100 m is needed to provide reasonable transversal
distributions of the parameters. This size is large enough to get acceptable values
being in accordance with typical values calculated from empirical formulas, and
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distinguishing between zones of characteristic hydrodynamical behavior can still
be evaluated such as shallow zones of moderate ‡ow and mixing conditions with
bed forms on river bottom or deep zones with smoother bed showing high velocities and strong mixing. By interpolating cross-sectional pro…les on a horizontal
grid, spatial patterns of the derived parameters can be generated, enhancing the
presence of previously mentioned zone characters.
It can be stated that ADCP data analysis using the introduced method provide
essential information for hydromorphological characterization of river reaches.
Despite the fact that operation of ADCP results in considerable uncertainty of
near-bottom data sampling a suitable …ltering method can lead to reasonable estimation of roughness height and bed-shear velocity, furthermore, from the latter
bed-shear stress can be calculated. These parameters play important role in morphological characterization as they can be used to describe interaction between
‡ow and river bed. Having information about physical parameters of bed material, e.g. grain size distribution or critical bed-shear stress, explanation or even
estimation of bed material sorting processes can be performed. Moreover, besides
hydrodynamical quantities such as depth averaged ‡ow velocity and water depth,
the above detailed parameters are also basic units for eco-hydraulic characterization methods, especially in case of focusing on benthic ecosystems. Knowing
characteristic spatial distribution of dispersion coe¢ cient related to distinct water
regimes, re…nement of the description of transport processes can be performed,
thus e.g. design of the location of wastewater outlet can be supported in order
to reach the most e¢ cient mixing of water. Furthermore, the introduced method
can be an adequate tool for parameterization, calibration and validation processes
of computational models, particularly for two and three-dimensional models. Bed
roughness is a key parameter for model calibration, as conventional reproduction
of measured water levels or velocity distributions is aimed at varying this parameter. However, it has to be noted that due to the depth measurement technique
and near-bottom uncertainty of ADCP, ‡ow resistance caused by bed material
grains can not be evaluated, only the e¤ect of bed forms may be estimated. Prescribing spatially inhomogeneous bed roughness distribution can be validated if
such method indicates its reasonability. Modelling sediment transport and bed
changes, one can see that actual distribution of bed-shear stress steers near-bed
processes thus, its reliable estimation is of primary importance. With this methodology physical and empirical models can be compared with derived data from
ADCP measurements.
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MORPHOLOGICAL MODELLING OF RIVER
REACHES
4.1

Introduction

Despite the fact that investigation of sediment transport has been playing an
important role in river engineering research for a long time, prediction of morphological changes in rivers is still a fairly challenging task for engineers. For estimations of morphological changes in rivers application of hydraulic scale models
can be an option, however, scaling of physical parameters of sediment characteristics is rather problematic, especially in case of …ne sediments in the prototype.
Moreover, the typically nonlinear relation between sediment load and sediment
parameters leads to the fact that such studies can generally be used only for qualitative assessments. On the other hand, a number of empirical and semi-empirical
sediment transport formulas have been developed for use in riverine applications
based on both laboratory and …eld measurements (e.g. van Rijn, 1984a; van Rijn,
1984b; Engelund and Hansen, 1967; Ackers and White, 1973; Wu et al., 2000; ).
However, collection of reliable sediment data from …eld is considerably di¢ cult
and therefore, most of the developed equations rely on laboratory experiments for
parameterization. In the last decades computational ‡uid dynamic (CFD) models have been increasingly used for river ‡ow modelling and coupling these codes
with sediment formulas, numerical modelling of river morphodynamics became a
potential tool for predicting morphological changes.
Selection of the most accurate formula for a particular case is not an evident
task, however, comparisons between sediment formulas can be found in literature
(e.g. van Rijn, 1984c) introducing their accuracy in terms of the ratio between the
computed and measured transport rates for di¤erent …eld and laboratory data.
Moreover, a sensitivity analysis of a number of sediment transport formulas was
also carried out by e.g. Pinto et al. (2006) introducing valuable results for researchers dealing with this topic. One option, therefore, can be to choose a formula which shows the best results for a river with similar characteristics as the
studied one. Other approach is to carry out measurements in the river and to
choose the sediment equation having the best …t to measured data.
Though sediment transport formulas have been developed to one-dimensional
description, numerical study of river reaches with complex bathymetry, river bends
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or reaches with river training structures requires at least two-dimensional approach. Using a depth-integrated closure, e¤ects of horizontal curvatures can be
taken into account including di¤erent ‡ow-correction terms in the equations as
it was developed by e.g. DHI (2007). However, more accurate results can be
obtained with three-dimensional ‡ow description, in which e¤ects of secondary
currents and complex bed topography are directly solved. Numerical studies using two-dimensional modelling were carried out by e.g. Duan and Nanda (2006),
who modelled suspended sediment concentration distribution in a groyne …eld or
by Li and Millar (2007) who simulated bed load transport in a complex gravelbed river and compared model predictions of ‡ow depth, shear stress, and gravel
transport with …eld measurements. In the last few years three-dimensional CFD
models have been increasingly used for morphodynamical modelling introducing
promising results. Rüther and Olsen (2007) predicted the formation, development,
and migration of free-forming meander bends using a 3D RANS model with van
Rijn’s (1984a, 1984b, 1984c) methods for sediment transport modelling and got
adequate agreement with laboratory data. Fischer-Antze (2005) also used a spatial
RANS model together with the sediment formula of Wu et al. (2000) for modelling bed changes in River Danube in Austria in a gravel bed section of the river.
The model took into account the e¤ect of hiding and exposure of bed material
grains. Calculated bed changes were then compared with measured ones. Zeng et
al. (2005) validated and applied a three-dimensional RANS model to investigate
‡ow, sediment transport and morphological changes in open channel ‡ows. They
tested several sediment load formula and compared the results with laboratory
experiments. Wilson et al. (2007) also used a 3D RANS model with a standard
k-" turbulence model to study the transport and mixing of solute transport in a
large-scale laboratory model. They carried out a test investigating the e¤ect of
time step, Schmidt-number and numerical schemes. Best agreement with experimental results were reported applying the second order upwind scheme (SOU)
and a reduced Schmidt number of 0.5. Fang and Rodi (2003) presented a morphodynamical model for prediction of ‡ow, sediment transport and bed changes in
the Yangtze river over a period of 76 years. The numerical model solved the 3D
RANS equations with a k-" turbulence model, whereas reference concentration
at river bed was determined by the empirical formula given by van Rijn (1984b).
Numerical model results were compared with laboratory tests showing satisfactory
agreement.
As it can be seen from the reviewed literature, numerical morphodynamical
modelling of real river reaches validated against …eld measurements can be hardly
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found. Therefore the main goal of this study was to test, parameterize and validate a 3D CFD model using detailed …eld data, then to estimate morphological
changes caused by planned river training works in two river reaches with di¤erent bed material, showing typical characteristics of large regulated rivers. For
the modelling study two representative reaches of River Danube in Hungary was
chosen. The …rst six-km-long one represents entirely sand bed conditions, while
the second eight-km-long one is characterized with mixed sand-gravel bed material. To supply …eld data for numerical modelling detailed velocity and bed
topography measurements, together with bed material and suspended sediment
sampling were carried out. In both cases the morphological characteristics of the
reaches cause problems for ‡uvial navigation. In the …rst case (the reach introduced in Chapter III), the widening of the left bank side bar leads to the narrowing
of navigational channel, while in the second one (introduced later on) a point bar
results in inadequate ‡ow depths, therefore, river training structures are planned
to ensure adequate morphological conditions in the problematic sections. Both
reaches of River Danube are representative to large regulated rivers, therefore, the
introduced investigation methodology can be generalized and extended to other
rivers of similar scale.

4.2
4.2.1

Numerical modelling of sediment transport
Background

Sediment transport in rivers can be divided into two main groups: suspended
load and bed load. Suspended sediment transport means when …ne solid particles
move in the whole water column in suspension. Contrarily, coarser particles such
as gravels generally move close to river bottom. When particles roll or slide on
the bed or they are in saltation, we talk about bed load. The two types of sediment motion can not be strictly distinguished, especially in case of nonuniform
sediments, therefore when modelling sediment-bed interactions several empirical
formulas have to be considered. Bed load formulas assume that dominating sediment transport mode is only bed load. A few empirical formulas, however, take
into account the in‡uence of suspended load as well, these are the total load formulas. Besides, there are formulas which assume only suspended sediment transport.
In this study, the 3D CFD model introduced in Chapter II (Olsen, 2002) was
used to model hydrodynamics together with sediment transport and morphological
changes. The numerical model o¤ers multifractional sediment size de…nition, thus,
the sediment formulas, introduced in the followings, are solved individually for each
fraction. For calculating the suspended sediment transport the advection-di¤usion
equation of sediment concentration is solved:
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where c is concentration, w is settling velocity, U1 , U2 and U3 are velocity components, x1 , x2 and x3 are spatial coordinates and

T

is the turbulent di¤usivity

derived from the k-" model.

4.2.2

Applied sediment load formulas

For calculating sediment load near to bottom three options were tested: suspended
and bed load formulas of van Rijn (1984a, 1984b), Engelund and Hansen’s (1967)
total load formula and the bed load formula of Wu et al (2000).
4.2.2.1 Formulas of van Rijn
Using the formulas of van Rijn, the two types of sediment motion are solved separately. The equations presented hereinafter were set-up based on both laboratory
experiments and …eld data carried out in rivers with mild slope and …ner sediments. Close to the bed the equilibrium suspended sediment concentration is
calculated by the formula of van Rijn (1984b):
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in which di is the sediment particle diameter, a is a reference level set equal to the
roughness height,

is bed shear stress,

c;i

of particles according to Shield’s curve,
sediment,

is critical bed shear stress for movement
w
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are the density of water and
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is kinematic viscosity of water and g is the acceleration due to gravity.

The bed load formula of van Rijn (1984a) reads
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where qbl;i is bed load. Sediment formulas generally o¤er sediment load in the
form of speci…c discharge (in the dimension of MT 1 L 1 ).
4.2.2.2 Engelund and Hansen’s formula
Engelund and Hansen (1967) developed a formula for calculating total load. They
looked at rivers with relatively …ne sediments and mild energy gradients, therefore
similar behavior of morphodynamical changes is expected as using the formulas of
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van Rijn, however, instead of solving the equation for all sediment fractions, only
the mean particle size is taken into account. Their formula reads:
v
3=2
u
d50
2u
qs = 0:05 s U t
w ) d50
g s 1 g( s

(26)

w

where U is the velocity close to river bed.
4.2.2.3 Formula by Wu et al. (2000)

Wu et al. developed a correction factor to account for the hiding and exposure
mechanism of nonuniform sediment transport, which is assumed to be the function
of the hidden and exposed probabilities. They tested the formulas against a wide
range of laboratory and …eld data. Based on their studies, the equations are
expected to give good results in case of mixed coarse and …ne bed and sediment
materials. In this case, similarly to van Rijn’s formulas, the equations are solved
separately for each fraction. The transport rate of the ith fraction of bed-load per
unit width:
qb;i =
where
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is the non-dimensional fractional bed-load transport rate, pb;i and di are

the percentage and the diameter of the ith fraction, while

s

and

w

the speci…c

weights of sediment and water, respectively.
The non-dimensional fractional bed-load transport rate can be expressed as
#2:2
"
1:5
n0
b
1
(28)
b;i = 0:0053
n
c;i
Here, n is the Manning’s roughness coe¢ cient for channel bed calibrated in the
hydrodynamical model and n0 is the Manning’s roughness corresponding to grain
1=6

roughness, calculated as d50 =20. The critical bed shear stress is calculated using
the hiding and exposure factor:
c;i

(
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is a constant, equal to 0.03 and
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the following formula:
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is the correction factor calculated by
m

(30)

Here, m is a constant set to -0.6. The parameters pei and phi are the probabilities
of particles di hidden and exposed by particles dj , obtained as:
pei =

N
X
j=1

pbj

di
di + dj

(31)
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phi =

N
X

pbj

j=1

dj
di + dj

(32)

where pbj is the percentage of particles dj in the bed material, which is assumed
to be the probability of particles dj staying in front of particles di (see Wu et al.
(2000) for details).

4.2.3

Boundary and initial conditions of sediment model

At the beginning of the simulation the sediment and bed material fractions have to
be de…ned. Di¤erent groups of sediment mixtures can be placed on the river bed
o¤ering the potential to de…ne inhomogeneous bed material distribution. Characteristic grain sizes in bed material are used then to calculate the equivalent bed
roughness with van Rijn’s formula:
(33)

ks = 3d90

This formula, however, does not take into account the e¤ect of bed forms. If
bed forms are present in the studied river reach, a form drag has to be considered.
Flow resistance by bed forms is considered introducing an e¤ective roughness (van
Rijn, 1984c):
ks = 1:1
where

is bed form height and

1

e
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(34)

is the bedform length, equal to 7:3h, where h

is water depth. Bed form height is calculated using van Rijn’s (1984c) equation:
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In‡owing sediment ‡ux is calculated based on the prede…ned in‡owing concentrations for each sediment fraction. Close to river bed an equilibrium concentration
is calculated using the above presented sediment formulas.

4.2.4

Calculation of bed changes

Bed elevation changes ( z) are calculated based on di¤erences between sediment
in‡ow (Fin ) and out‡ow ‡uxes (Fout ) in each cell as:
tr(Fin Fout )
(36)
A
t is time step, A is bed cell area and r is the ratio of the compact sediment
z=

where

density and the submerged sediment density of the bed having a typical value of
2.
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When bed changes are calculated with several fractions sorting mechanisms are
also considered by de…ning three layers vertically in the numerical domain. These
are the water layer closest to river bed with a mixture of water and sediments
(1), an upper sediment layer (2) where there is a sediment exchange with layer
1, but this layer does not move with water, and …nally a lower sediment layer
(3) denoted as inactive layer (Fig. 32). Sediment continuity for each fraction is
maintained and in case of sediment deposition the following composition is done
for each fraction:
fa;0 za + fd zd
(37)
za + zd
Here, fa and fd denote the fractions in the active layer and in the deposited
fa =

material, respectively, za is the height of the active layer and zd is the height of
the deposition. In the formula the zero index at the fraction marks the value
from the previous time step. The height of active layer is constant during the
calculations, therefore a part of the sediments move to the inactive layer, which
gets the following composition:
fi;0 zi + fa za
zi + za
In case of bed erosion the process is computed analogously.
fi =

(38)

Figure 32. Longitudinal section of the computational domain.
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Figure 33. Grain size distribution of sampled suspended sediment (left) and bed material (right).

4.3

Morphological modelling of a sand bed river
reach

Large sand bed river reaches generally show complex bed topography due to bar
development, moreover, the …ne bed material can easily result in the formation
of ripples and dunes. In the investigated river reach both phenomena can be observed, as it was already detailed in Chapter III (bed topography map can be seen
in Fig. 34). In the followings a method for estimation of morphodynamical changes
will be presented using detailed …eld data for numerical model parameterization
and validation.

4.3.1

Sediment and bed material measurements

Suspended sediment measurements were carried out using a pump with a sampling
time of

1 min and a volume of 10 l. Water samples were taken from di¤erent

depths of the water column (2-5 samples per pro…le) in 35 pro…les in all. Laboratory analysis of the samples provided concentrations related to points and grain size
distributions related to pro…les. The typical suspended sediment grain diameter
is ranging from 0.01 mm to 0.1 mm in the studied river reach (Fig. 33).
Bed material samples were also collected using a van Veen grab sampler in
the same 35 points. Grain diameters between 0.1-0.6 mm were experienced on
the whole study reach with a mean value of 0.3 mm, where, according to grain
size distributions (Fig. 33) two types could be distinguished. Figure 34 indicates
the locations of the two types using the same colors as seen on Figure 33. It
can be observed that somewhat …ner material characterizes the sidebar at left
bank, where lower ‡ow velocities and lower sediment transport capacity lead to
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deposition of coarser suspended sediment. Indeed, in this zone distribution of bed
shear velocity also marks lower erodibility as was shown in Section 2.

Figure 34. Spatial distribution of bed material types de…ned in Figure 33.

4.3.2

Validation of hydrodynamical and suspended sediment transport model

Firstly, the ‡ow and suspended sediment transport model in …xed bed conditions
were studied. Here, the main purpose was to reproduce measured spatial velocity
and sediment concentration distribution.
4.3.2.1 Computational grid
The computational grid was built based on cross-sectional bed level measurements,
accomplished using an ultrasonic depth sounder. Average distance between measured transects was 50 m resulting in su¢ ciently detailed information on bed topography. A computational grid with 340x30 cells was de…ned with a curvilinear
mesh aligning the boundaries on actual river banks. The applied cell sizes meant
a horizontal resolution of

20 m in streamwise and

15 m in transverse direction,

respectively. A linear interpolation was used to calculate bed elevations in grid
points. Measurement points, computational grid and digital elevation model are
shown in Figure 35. As it is marked in the detail sketch, boundaries of existing
groynes are aligned to grid lines. In the vertical direction eight layers were de…ned
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with sigma-transformation, decreasing spacing toward the bottom where strong
gradients were expected to occur in the ‡ow variables.

Figure 35. Bathymetry points, computational grid and digital elevation model of the
study reach.

4.3.2.2 Results of model validation
Boundary conditions for hydrodynamical model testing were given based on the
results of …eld measurement campaign. In‡ow discharge was approximately 1950
m3 /s, and in‡ow sediment concentration was de…ned with a value of 75 mg/l
according to …eld measurements. Composition of in‡owing suspended sediment
was de…ned with three fractions (Table 3), representing measured grain size distribution (Fig. 33). For model validation the results of ADCP measurements
introduced in Chapter III were used. For a reasonable comparison, strong turbulence pulsation were …ltered out from raw data. For this reason, ADCP velocity
data were smoothed with a horizontal moving average …lter, using a window of
30 ensembles. Assuming a constant boat speed of 1.35 m/s with a sampling frequency of 2.5 Hz, the applied …ltering represented a spatial window of

16 m.

Velocity distributions from four cross-sections were chosen to demonstrate the adequate agreement (Fig. 36). Overall, both velocity magnitudes and location of
main stream and slower zones are fairly well calculated. Vertical variability of ‡ow
velocities are also properly estimated. As a characteristic ‡ow structure, recirculation at the downstream part of an existing groyne was investigated with ADCP.
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Though, local groynes have a length of

40 m only, thus weakly a¤ecting the

‡ow structure, ‡ow separation behind the structures can be observed with such
measurements. Velocity vector distribution calculated with the CFD model also
indicates this pattern, where both directions and magnitudes show good agreement with ADCP data (Fig. 37). In order to assess the spatial behavior of the
‡ow, a cross-sectional distribution of secondary currents is illustrated in Figure
38. Despite the large radius of the river bend, a characteristic swirling pattern of
the ‡ow can be observed. Deviation of velocity vector direction close to river bed
from depth averaged ‡ow underlines the necessity of three-dimensional description, since the movement of near-bed sediment particles are determined by ‡ow
conditions in this zone.
Suspended sediment
d, mm fractions, %
0.007
20
0.035
60
0.1
20
Table 3. Suspended sediment fractions in the numerical model.

Spatial distribution of suspended sediment concentration was also calculated
solving the convection-di¤usion equation for each fraction. Measured concentration pro…les show a homogeneous distribution on the whole study reach, only a
few point, close to river bed show higher values. Concentration pro…les in a chosen
cross-section are plotted in Figure 39. One can see a typical behavior of vertical
variation, that, as measurements show, an almost constant distribution along the
water column with a high gradient close to river bed. Di¤erences between measured and modelled concentrations were calculated for each point, then an average
error was calculated using Equation 39, which resulted in a satisfactory value of
E =0.02 g/l.
1X
jcmeas;i
n i=1
n

E=

4.3.3

ccalc;i j

(39)

Morphodynamical model test

As the second step of numerical model validation, the morphodynamical model
was tested. Two bathymetry surveys were carried out in the study reach with a
three-month-long time interval. During the elapsed time three slight ‡ood waves
receded. Measured bed changes were then used to test the morphological model.
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Figure 36. Measured (top) and modelled (bottom) cross-sectional velocity distributions
in four transects.

Figure 37. Measured and calculated ‡ow separation behind a groyne in the layer
closeset to free surface (contour map indicates bed levels).

Figure 38. Secondary ‡ow structure (red line in the right-hand side …gure shows the
location of cross-section).
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Figure 39. Measured (dots) and calculated (lines) sediment concentration pro…les from
the section at rkm 1436,8 (Horizontal-axis: concentration, g/l; Vertical-axis: depth, m).

4.3.3.1 Boundary and initial conditions
Existing groynes in the study reach were constructed several decades ago, therefore, actual topography is reasonably stable during low water periods. Thus, it
was assumed that signi…cant bed changes can occur only above mean water discharge, therefore peaks above 2000 m3 /s were cut o¤ from discharge time series
(Fig. 40 left) and the remaining part was de…ned as in‡ow boundary condition
(Fig. 40 right). Based on a regression analysis between measured ‡ow discharge
(Q, m3 /s) and measured suspended sediment concentration (c, g/l) an exponential
relationship was found between the two parameters as:
c = 0:04049e0:000294Q

(40)

Figure 40. Measured discharge time series (left). Modeled in‡ow discharge and sediment concentration (right).

Using the formula the time series of in‡ow sediment concentration could be
derived and de…ned as upstream boundary condition for sediment load (Fig. 40
right). Sediment sorting on the river bed was also modeled, therefore beside
single fraction bed material description (Variant 1), a multifractional composition
was also de…ned (Variant 2). In the latter case two groups were distinguished
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(Table 4) based on measured grain size distributions (Fig. 33). The placement of
the two bed material types was done based on bed material samples, thus …ner
group was de…ned on the left hand side sand bar, whereas the remaining part was
characterized with the somewhat coarser type.
Bed material
Variant 1

Variant 2
Type 1
Type 2
d, mm fractions, % d, mm fractions, % d, mm fractions, %
0.3
100
0.15
20
0.25
20
0.25
60
0.37
60
0.45
20
0.5
20
Table 4. Bed material fractions in the numerical model.

4.3.3.2 Test results
Four model variants were studied to …nd the optimal description for morphodynamical modelling (Table 5), where the near-bed equilibrium concentration calculations were distinguished using the total load formula of van Rijn, total load
formula of Engelund and Hansen and the bed load formula of Wu.
Model nr. Sediment formula
1
van Rijn’s total load
2
van Rijn’s total load
3
Wu’s bed load
4
E-H’s total load

Bed material
V1
V2
V2
V2

Table 5. Model variants.

Results of model testing are plotted in terms of bed changes (Figure 41) cutting
o¤ the …rst and last two-kilometer-long upstream and downstream part of the reach
in order to eliminate the e¤ect of boundaries. Measured bed changes show that
during the 3-month-long period sediment deposition occurred at the beginning on
the right hand side and an erosion zone developed in the middle of the river on
the upstream half of the studied reach. Furthermore, close to both banks a slight
deposition occurred, and in the whole cross-section of the mid-channel a stronger
deposition of

0.5 m was present. Approaching to the out‡ow an increasingly

stronger erosion pattern appears from the left bank to the centre line, whereas at
the end a moderate sediment deposition is present at the left bank, again. Extent
of bed changes is shown to be in the range of -60 cm to 60 cm.
Looking at model results one can see that calculated bed changes are in the
same order of magnitude as measured values. Not surprisingly, similar patterns are
shown by model variants 1, 2 and 4, where the sediment formulas developed based
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Figure 41. Measured (left) and calculated (right) bed changes.

on …ner sediments were used. As expected, the bed load formula of Wu strongly
underestimates the extent of bed changes, as this equation is principally …t for
the mixture of …ne and coarse sediments taking into account hiding and exposure
of particles. Model variants 1 and 2 show almost the same character, however,
in the multifractional case magnitude of erosion in the middle two kilometers at
the side bar …ts better to measurements. In this model variant …ner particles are
de…ned in the zone of side bar (see e.g. Fig. 34) and eroded easier than in the
single fraction case, however, not evidently since …ner bed material particles result
in smaller roughness and thus, weaker bed shear stress as well. On the whole, it
can be stated that an overall best agreement is obtained with variant 2, using
the formula of van Rijn with multifractional sediment classes. The position and
magnitude of the right side deposition at the upstream end is well reproduced.
Also, a slighter deposition along the left bank in the …rst two-third of the reach
is seen on both measurement and calculation. The bed erosion zone in the center
line till the half of the studied reach with a magnitude of approximately 25 cm …ts
fairly well to …eld data. The considerable deposition from the second half of the
channel appears in model results too, however, there is a zone on the right side,
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where erosion is estimated instead of deposition. In turn, the modelled river bed
deepening nearing to the out‡ow section is reasonable, again.
The introduced parallel investigation of morphological changes with detailed
‡ow measurements, sediment sampling, bathymetry surveys and three-dimensional
morphodynamical modelling is believed to be one of the best possible methods for
such studies. After the appropriate model parameterization, the numerical tool is
proved to provide reasonable estimations.

4.3.4

Estimation of e¤ects of new river training structures
on river morphology

New hydraulic structures were designed into the problematic section of the river
and the impact on river morphology has been studied by using the presented numerical model. Four new groynes are planned to be constructed in the shallow
zones aiming to force sediment settling between the structures and at the same
time to deepen navigation channel (Fig. 42). As a compromise between high computational demand and reasonably long modelling period, a six-month-long period
was studied. Since only main channel ‡ows were investigated here, a characteristic discharge time series of River Danube between 01.03.2007 and 31.08.2007
was chosen as in‡ow boundary condition (Fig. 43). During this period a base
‡ow of approximately 1700 m3 /s was observed, furthermore, …ve moderate ‡ood
waves subsided with peaks of 2500-3400 m3 /s. In‡ow sediment concentration was
de…ned by Equation 40. Multifractional suspended sediment and bed material
compositions were de…ned as introduced in the model test section.
4.3.4.1 Flow results
Previous to morphological modelling, e¤ects of planned groynes on ‡ow conditions
were studied. Hydrodynamical modelling in …xed bed was carried out with a
typical mean discharge of 2000 m3 /s and changes in relevant ‡ow parameters were
investigated. Figure 44 show changes in ‡ow velocities close to free surface (top)
and near to river bed (middle), respectively. E¤ect of new structures can be
clearly seen as a considerable decrease of velocities in the zones between groynes
is shown. Consequently, increase in ‡ow velocities appear in the navigational
channel, obviously leading to higher erodibility. Magnitude of maximum changes
in main ‡ow is approximately 30 cm/s, whereas in the intergroyne zones local
velocities are close to zero. Bed shear stress values were also looked at (Fig. 44
bottom), showing similar behavior. In the narrowed sections an increase of

60%

occur and similarly to velocities, values close to zero characterize the zones between
new groynes. Furthermore, on the map of bed shear stress di¤erences higher values
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Figure 42. Planned groyne …eld.

at the tip of the new structures indicate erodibility, especially because …ner bed
material is present in this part of the river.
4.3.4.2 Morphological changes
Development of bed changes during the modeled period can be seen in Figure 45
after each ‡ood wave (see Fig. 43). As expected, due to increasing bed shear
stress in the narrowed channel an erosion process starts to take place. In parallel,
a sudden deposition of the eroded bed material appears at the downstream part
of the last new groyne. Development of scour hole at tips of the groynes can also
be observed. After 40 days a notable deposition starts to develop in the middle of
the river at rkm 1433. It can be explained with the decreasing sediment transport
capacity, since e¤ect of new structures extends to the last groyne at right bank (see
Fig. 44). This phenomenon already points out the problem of such interventions,
as applying river training structures, generally local improvements can achieved,
only. Looking at bed changes after 80 days, the deposition zone downstream of the
last new groyne moves towards the out‡ow section, marking the unstable character
of near bed conditions. Furthermore, between rkm 1434-1436 two parallel bed
erosion line appear. This behavior of moprhological changes can most likely be
the result of the in‡ection character of the study reach. A bed deepening arises
starting from the right bank at rkm 1436 pointing to left bank, typical to concave
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Figure 43. In‡ow discharge hydrograph.

part of river curvatures (the bend character can be seen on e.g. Fig. 35). Besides,
the main stream is pushed to right bank owing to new structures leading to erosion
there, moreover scour hole development of existing groynes intensi…es. After 110
days the a¤ected length of the river by the new structures can be more clearly
seen as the sediment deposition develops at rkm 1433. However, a considerable
part of the eroded material is trapped in the intergroyne zones as well as at the
downstream part of the last groyne. This behavior is typical to the environment
of river training structures and can be obtained in the …eld easily. After the last
‡ood wave, between days 140 and 185, erosion and deposition processes continue
by the lower ‡ow discharges too, marking that the bed elevation after the …ve
moderate ‡ood waves is still not in equilibrium. Though, it has to be taken
into account that sand bed river reaches can be characterized with permanent
morphodynamical changes, thus e.g. high ‡oods above bankful discharges might
produce di¤erent e¤ects than long-term mean water ‡ows. Therefore, a stable bed
elevation can be hardly detected in …eld, too.
Temporal bed changes in four chosen points (see the locations in Fig. 45) are
plotted in Figure 46. Point 1 represents the main channel, where the ‡ow velocity
increases reaching the …rst new groyne. An intermittent behavior of bed deepening
can be observed. After the …rst two ‡ood waves, when a considerable bed elevation
decrease occurred, a temporal equilibrium condition is obtained. It does not mean,
however, that there is no sediment transport, but the same amount of sediment
deposits than erodes. The last modelled ‡ood wave then induces erosion again
which subsists till the end of modelling period. Point 2, in the middle of the
navigational channel, is located on a developing point bar and shows unstable
character. Here, the resuspended bed material in the upstream reach deposits
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Figure 44. Areal distributions of ‡ow velocities at free surface (top), velocities close
to bed (middle) and bed shear stress (bottom). Q=2000 m3 /s.
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Figure 45. Modelled bed level changes.
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temporary, but as it is shown in Figure 45 a continuous moving of the bar is
resulted by channel narrowing. Point 3 shows the scour hole development at the
tip of the …rst groyne. Strongest erosion occurs during the …rst ‡ood wave as
local near-bed hydrodynamics changes due to new structures. Whereas a sudden
deepening of

2 m develops in the …rst 20 days, the subsequent ‡ood waves have

much slighter e¤ect, only 10-20 cm changes in bed elevation, which points out that
after a relatively short period the equilibrium state is almost reached, moreover,
locally weak deposition characterizes periods of low and mean water. Point 4
illustrates the sediment deposition zones in the ‡ow separation zone of the last
new groyne. The permanent bed elevation increase marks, that due to low velocity,
‡ow separation zones trap transported sediment leading to …lling-up of these parts
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Figure 46. Discharge time series and time series of bed level changes in selected points.

Besides bed elevation changes, bed material sorting was also looked at. As it
was introduced in the previous section, the numerical model calculates fractional
changes of the active bed layer, in case of multifractional sediment de…nition. In
this case, two types of bed material were distinguished with …ner composition at
the left bank sidebar according to bed material samples and coarse in the main
channel. Initial d50 distribution in the study reach is shown in Figure 47 top.
After 185 days deposition of …ne sediments can be observed between newly implemented groynes. Contrarily, in the navigational channel a small proportion
of …ner particles are washed out, resulting in d50 increase. As it was shown in
Figure 44, bed shear stress decreases almost to zero in the ‡ow separation zones.
Decrease in bed shear means smaller turbulent ‡uctuation in the river, whereas
smaller turbulent kinetic energy marks slighter sediment transport capacity and
consequently, leads to deposition of …ner sediments. In the main channel, where
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Figure 47. d50 distribution before (top) and after (bottom) the morphological modelling.

higher bed shear stress is present, erodibility increases, thus …ne fractions resuspend. The same sorting process takes place at the tip of new groynes in a smaller
spatial scale.
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4.4
4.4.1

Morphological modelling of a sand-gravel bed
river reach
Study area and numerical grid generation

The second studied river reach comprises a 8-km-long sandy-gravel bed reach of
river Danube located in Central-Hungary (Fig. 48), also presenting problems for
navigation. As it can be seen on the bed elevation map, two critical zones indicate
inadequate channel morphology in the study reach. On one hand, a point bar
develops in the main channel at rkm 1558, despite the existing river training
structures. On the other hand, a point bar, with somewhat slighter height than
the previous one, develops also in the middle of the river at rkm 1555. While the
former deposition zone is located in the river bend, the latter one accumulates in a
so-called sur‡exion section of River Danube (a short straight channel between two
bends of the same sense). Due to river meandering, such sur‡exion-type reaches
do not form in nature, but as a result of human interventions. Therefore, in case
of inconsequent river regulation activity, these reaches generally show problematic
behavior like the studied one.

Figure 48. Bathymetry points, computational grid and digital elevation model of the
study reach.
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Adequately dense cross-sectional bathymetry data served as base of bed elevation model generation. A numerical mesh with a resolution of 400x30 cells was
created, whereas eight layers were de…ned in the vertical direction. Grid boundaries were …tted to river banks as well as grid lines which represented existing river
training works. A linear interpolation was then used to calculate heights of grid
points from measurement data.

4.4.2

Model parameterization with …eld data

Sediment sampling was carried out in the same way, as it was introduced in the
previous section, i.e. …ve points per section were studied in seven cross-sections
resulting in 35 investigated points. Suspended sediment composition shows the
same fractions as those in the other Danube reach with typical grain diameters
of 0.01 mm to 0.1 mm. In turn, bed material is ranging from …ne sand to gravel,
with characteristic diameters from 0.2 mm to 50 mm. According to the locations
of sampling points two types of bed material compositions can be distinguished.
For separating those, the d50 value of 5 mm was chosen. In Figure 49 circles
represent …eld data, while the contour map shows bed material groups de…ned in
the numerical model. Measured and discretized grain size distributions can be
seen in the …gure, where the plot on the left side belongs to bed material and
the right one shows suspended sediment (see the fractions de…ned in the model in
Table 6).
Suspended sediment
d, mm fractions, %
0.007
20
0.035
60
0.1
20
Bed material
Variant 1

Variant 2
Type 1
Type 2
d, mm fractions, % d, mm fractions, % d, mm fractions, %
10
100
0.3
20
1
20
0.7
20
15
60
7
40
40
20
20
20

Table 6. Suspended sediment and bed material fractions in the numerical model.
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Figure 49. Graphs: sampled bed material (left) and suspended sediment (right) grain
size distribution. Map: measured d50 (circles) and modelled bed material (contour map).

4.4.3

Validation of hydrodynamical and suspended sediment transport model

The same validation procedure was carried out as in the previous section, i.e.
measured cross-sectional velocity distributions at the measured river discharge of
1450 m3 /s were compared to calculated ones, furthermore, measured sediment
concentration pro…les were also matched. Cross-sectional velocities from measurements and calculations are plotted in Figure 50. An acceptable agreement
can be stated concerning the velocity pattern, where the position of main stream,
near-bed velocities and low ‡ow regions are adequately estimated. Secondary ‡ow
structure typical to river bends is reproduced in the marked cross-section in Figure
51 pointing to the outer bank close to free surface and the inner bank at river bed.
This phenomena determines the direction of sediment motion close to bed and accounts for asymmetric cross-section shapes in river curvatures, thus, considering
its e¤ect is essential in estimating bed changes in such complex bed topography.
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Vertical sediment concentration pro…les also show reasonable agreement, though,
signi…cant variability through a vertical can not be observed, only in some exceptional cases, where sediment data near to river bed is available. An average error
of 0.024 g/l was estimated (using Eq. 39), marking satisfactory accuracy.

4.4.4

Morphodynamical model test

Two bathymetry surveys were carried out in the study reach with a three-monthlong interval, which served bed topography data for generation of a di¤erence
map (i.e. map of bed changes). The goal of morphological model testing was to
reproduce the measured bed changes with the numerical model, testing distinct
sediment load formulas. The same hydrological situation represented the elapsed
time as in the previous study, since no signi…cant in‡ow or out‡ow is present
between the two zones, and the surveys were done in the same period. Therefore,
the same hydrograph was de…ned as in‡ow boundary condition. In‡owing suspended sediment concentration was de…ned according to long-term sediment ‡ux
measurements in the area. Based on a regression analysis (Tamás and Baranya,
2008), the relation between sediment concentration (c, g/l) and ‡ow discharge (Q,
m3 /s) was described with the following power function:
c = 0:000018Q1:257

(41)

The morphodynamical model testing was carried out using the sediment load
formulas of van Rijn and Wu et al. The formula of Engelund and Hansen was not
studied here as it was found to give similar pattern as van Rijn’s equation (see
Section 4.3.3.2). In order to show the e¤ect of using single and multifractional
bed material description, both cases were simulated with van Rijn’s formula. For
single fraction modelling the grain diameter of d=6mm was de…ned, as the average
d50 value based on all the bed material samples.
Model nr. Sediment formula
1
van Rijn’s total load
2
van Rijn’s total load
3
Wu’s bed load

Bed material
V1
V2
V2

Table 7. Model variants form morphodynamical model test.

Measured bed changes show slight impact of the ‡ood waves, which indicates
stable bed surface (57). Most likely, coarse bed material fractions (gravels with
diameters of centimeters) causes armored bed, among which …ner particles can
be hidden. Bed armouring is a natural phenomena and typical to River Danube,
where sediments are characterized with mixed coarse-…ne particles (Rákóczi, 1979).
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Figure 50. Measured (top) and modelled (bottom) cross-sectional velocity distributions
in four transects.

Figure 51. Secondary current vectors in the marked cross-section.
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Figure 52. Measured (dots) and calculated (lines) sediment concentration pro…les from
the section at rkm 1554,4 (x-axis: concentration, g/l; y-axis: depth, m).
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Figure 53. Measured (left) and calculated (right) bed changes in the sand-gravel bed
reach.

Sediment modelling variants using van Rijn’s formulas estimate stronger erosion
than measured. Since hiding of smaller particles between gravels is not considered
in these formulas, deepening is caused by the relatively easy resuspension of sand
fractions. In model variant 1 the complex e¤ects of existing river training works
and narrowing channel can be seen. At the tip of the …rst groyne at right bank,
a scour hole development starts, then eroded material deposits immediately. In
the second half of the reach due to channel narrowing a slight, but permanent
deepening occurs. Model variant 2 shows di¤erent response of zones with coarse
and …ne bed material composition. Bed erosion starts at the downstream part of
the second groyne at right bank, where …ner material was found by …eld measurements and bed level deepening sustains along the left bank in the remaining
part of the study reach. A slighter but still noticeable erosion characterizes the
whole cross-section in the last kilometer. Best agreement with measurements can
unequivocally be observed with model variant 3. In this case the nonuniform sediment load formula of Wu et al. was de…ned. As introduced above, this formula
takes into account the probabilities of hiding and exposure of sediment particles,
which found to be essential in this case. Despite the presence of …ne sand in bed
material, due to its accumulation between coarse particles, the probability of resuspension is signi…cantly decreases. A reasonably stable bed surface is modelled
with a minor deposition zone in the middle of the reach, which was measured in
…eld, too. Besides, a very weak erosion is modelled in the region of …ner fractions,
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but on the whole, agreement with …eld survey is acceptable. To estimate morphological changes, therefore, the bed load equations of Wu et al. is proposed to
use.

4.4.5

Estimation of e¤ects of new river training structures
on river morphology

In order to improve the navigability in the studied reach, a complex regulation
plan was worked out, including new river training structures and bed material
dredging (Fig. 54). A continuous groyne …eld is planned to the right bank of the
river with varying length aiming a constant regulated river width, furthermore,
a training wall is planned between rkm 1558-1559 at the left bank. As point
bar development reached a critical point in two zones (at rkm 1557,5 and 1555)
of the main channel, dredging in a rectangular area is proposed with a depth
of 0.5 m. An unsteady morphodynamical modelling was carried out to see the
e¤ects of planned interventions during long-term mean water conditions. The
same in‡owing discharge time series was de…ned as in the previous study together
with a sediment in‡ow based on Equation 41.

Figure 54. Planned river regulation works.
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4.4.5.1 Flow results
Due to the stabilized bed surface caused by coarse bed material, a dual impact
was expected by new structures. Creating a relatively dense groyne …eld with an
average distance of 250 m, a continuous water level increase was targeted. On
the other hand, a permanent, slow bed deepening was also purposed to reach.
Regarding the …rst phenomena changes in water surface pro…le were …rstly looked
at, assuming …xed bed conditions. Hydrodynamical simulation was accomplished
de…ning the in‡ow boundary condition of a characteristic mean discharge of 2000
m3 /s and related water level at out‡ow. Local e¤ects of new structures can be
clearly seen in Figure 55, where surface pro…les along the center-line of the river are
plotted. Highest energy loss appears at the most downstream structure resulting
in an increase of

10 cm locally, and marking an aggregated impact of

15 cm.

Beside the backwater e¤ect of new structures, local increase of hydrodynamic
features can also be shown. Figure 56 illustrates changes in near-surface ‡ow
velocities and bed shear stress. Flow velocities point out the development of a
well-formed mean water channel, but at the same time mark the spatially strongly
limited e¤ect, marking insigni…cant changes in the zones, where no new structures
are planned. Horizontal distributions of bed shear stress show that near bed ‡ow
conditions will also be a¤ected, resulting in a

20% increase, locally.
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Figure 55. Water surface pro…les along the center-line of the river. Red and black lines
show location of groynes (red: new, black: existing)

4.4.5.2 Morphological changes
Results were plotted in terms of bed level changes (Fig. 57) and bed material
sorting (Fig. 58). Looking at bed changes after 20 days, one can observe slight
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bed deepening almost in the whole length of the study reach. Two zones indicate
sediment deposition, both at the downstream end of the new groyne …elds. As
seen on the map of bed shear stress changes these sections are very weakly a¤ected
by regulation works, therefore, as a natural response from the river, a sudden sediment settling occurs as sediment transport capacity decreases to the original level.
Looking at the results of the subsequent moderate ‡ood waves, the following observations can be made: (1) Zones with …ner bed material show higher erodibility,
thus, magnitude of bed deepening is higher there; (2) Bed level decrease occurs
only in the newly narrowed parts, whereas in the downstream zones not a¤ected
by new works, the eroded bed material deposits immediately; (3) The speed of
bed changes is fairly slow compared to the sand bed case; (4) Zones between
new groynes are characterized with permanent sediment deposition; (5) Since new
structures are planned to the inner bank in the upper half of the reach, scour hole
development can not be seen there, as increase of velocity is not strong enough;
(6) Contrarily, nearing to out‡ow section where main stream is relocated to the
middle, higher changes characterize the points at tip of new groynes, therefore,
scour hole development can be observed there.
Bed material sorting was also investigated looking at changes of d50 grain size
distribution (Fig. 58). Initially, the two bed material types were placed based
on bed sampling data, showing coarser grains in the main stream. As expected
‡ow separation zones between groynes have a …ne sediment trap role and, while
signi…cant bed changes can not be introduced, after 185 days grain sizes below
5 mm dominate these regions. The regulated main stream is characterized by a
more homogeneous distribution than the initial one, i.e. the river aims to reach a
new sediment equilibrium. Nevertheless, in the main stream a sorting mechanism
results in somewhat coarser bed composition than deposition zones, where the
temporary resuspended material settles.

4.5

Summary and conclusions

A method for quantitative estimations of morphological changes was introduced
on the example of two reaches of River Danube presenting problematic sections
for ‡uvial navigation in low-‡ow periods. The two cases were distinguished according to the bed material, as the bed at the …rst reach consists entirely of sand,
while the second is characterized by gravel-sand bed. As a relevant element of
the investigation detailed hydrodynamic and sediment measurements as well as
bed topographic surveys have been carried out. The detailed …eld information
supplied adequate data to validate a three-dimensional CFD model. Spatial velocity distributions, sampled suspended sediment pro…les and bed elevation changes
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Figure 56. Calculated velocity distribution at free surface (left) and bed shear stress
(right). Q=2000 m3 /s.

Figure 57. Calculated bed level changes during 185 days.
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Figure 58. Sorting of d50 grain size in the sand-gravel bed river reach.

were compared with modelled results showing satisfactory agreement after choosing the appropriate sediment formula. It was shown that in case of a homogeneous
sandy bed material an overall best agreement can be reached using the total load
formula of van Rijn. Originally, this equation was based on laboratory and …eld
data where …ner sediment was present in contrast with the formula of Wu et al.,
thus, the introduced results con…rm its suitability. The model results showed that
in the sand bed river reach signi…cant bed changes occurred during the threemonth-long period, despite the sediment equilibrium between in‡ow and out‡ow
sections. Contrarily, bathymetry surveys showed a reasonably stabilized river bed
in the sandy-gravel bed reach of Danube. In this case, the sediment formula taking
into account hiding and exposure of di¤erent sizes of sediment particles resulted
in the best agreement with measurements. Having the models of the two reaches
validated, the e¤ects of designed hydraulic structures were analyzed. De…ning a
discharge time-series typical to mean ‡ow conditions of the studied sections of
River Danube as in‡ow boundary condition, six-month-long time periods were
modelled focussing on morphological changes caused by the planned river training
activities. Concerning the sand bed river reach, the model results showed reasonable impacts, i.e. in the contracted section of the navigation channel considerable
erosion took place, whereas zones with almost zero velocity between the groynes
resulted in sediment deposition. Temporal development of bed level changes marks
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a relatively fast response to new structures, especially at tip of the groynes, however, an equilibrium state is still not reached after the modelled period. Bed
material sorting was also studied looking at d50 grain size changes, showing accumulated …ne particles in the recirculation zones and resuspension of …ne material
in main ‡ow. Sediment deposition between groynes generally results in complete
up…lling of the zone. Its tendency can be estimated with the introduced method,
though bed erosion e¤ect of high waters has to be taken into account. In contrast
with the mobile sand bed, much slower bed level decrease is shown in the mixed
sand-gravel bed, moreover, signi…cant deposition arises at the downstream ends
of newly regulated sections.
It can be stated, that the introduced numerical tool shows adequate capabilities for morphodynamical studies of river reaches with a length in the order of
kilometers. The computational demand is the limiting factor of the spatial extent
of studied domain and the modelling time. In this study, handling the reaches
with length of 6 and 8 km and a modelling period of half year, an optimum
point was found. However, the morphodynamical modelling of the six-month-long
period required three weeks in real time. Obviously, the resolution of numerical
grid, number of sediment fractions as well as the applied time step also a¤ect
modelling time. For all these characteristics a compromise was made resulting in
satisfactory reproduction of both ‡ow and morphological indicators. To make such
conclusions based on CFD model results, however, reliable data from the …eld has
to be available, including detailed ‡ow, sediment and morphological characteristics. Concerning the applied turbulence description (k-" model), it can be stated
that more re…ned methods are available, such as Reynolds stress models (RSM),
Large Eddy Simulation (LES) or even Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS), however, more complex descriptions have much higher computational demand as either
the number of unknown variables is higher (e.g. RSM) or the spatial and temporal discretization require …ner resolution (e.g. LES, DNS). Taking into account
the needed accuracy of this investigation, an adequate closure for the description
of turbulent e¤ects was chosen. As ‡ow regimes of natural rivers are unsteady,
the ability of the numerical code to handle unsteady ‡ow conditions contributes to
more precise representation of real hydrodynamics, however, in this study only the
e¤ects of moderate ‡ood waves were investigated. It has to be mentioned, though,
that short-term high ‡ows have a certain channel-forming e¤ect, showing di¤erent
behavior from long-term ones. Thus, additional investigations considering ‡ood
peaks above bankful discharges can give more re…ned insight to morphological
processes.
A complex hydrodynamical and morphodynamical investigation of river reaches
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with the introduced method can play important role in river regulation planning. In contrast with hardly scalable laboratory models, not only qualitative,
but quantitative estimations can be made, however, reliable and satisfactory detailed …eld data and well de…ned boundary conditions are needed. As it was
already mentioned, the limiting factor will probably always be the computational
demand, but as computer capacities are rapidly developing, numerical models give
increasingly re…ned data. Both study reaches are representative parts of River
Danube and typical to large regulated rivers, therefore it can be adopted that the
introduced procedure can be generalized and accepted as a reasonable method for
such studies.
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Chapter V
ESTIMATION OF SUSPENDED SEDIMENT
CONCENTRATION WITH ADCP
5.1

Introduction

The main application …eld of acoustic Doppler current pro…lers (ADCPs) is the
measurement of ‡ow velocities in order to determine river discharge. However,
as an additional option of these tools the intensity of backscattered sound can be
used to indicate sediment characteristics in the water. In the last decade, a few
papers were published on this topic analyzing the potential in suspended sediment concentration (SSC) estimations, mainly in coastal applications. In riverine
environment, one of the …rst attempts was published by Reichel and Nachtnebel
(1994), who studied the advantages and limitations of using ADCP for suspended sediment monitoring. They pointed out, that using single-frequency ADCPs,
changes in backscatter intensity can be associated both with changes in sediment
size and concentration, thus, causes uncertainty in case of poorly sorted particle
sizes. Gartner (2004) used an optical backscatter sensor (OBS) to compare SSC
from ADCP measurements in San Fransisco Bay, California. He introduced good
agreement between the two methods, however, marked a slight di¤erence near to
bottom. Dependence of backscatter intensity from particle sizes was commented and stated that the method requires a reasonably steady size distribution of
suspended material. Additionally, possible errors of OBS calibrations were also
mentioned, which certainly a¤ect the quality of acoustic estimates. Kostaschuk et
al. (2005) used an ADCP to study ‡ow velocity and sediment transport in Fraser
Estuary and Lillooet Lake in western Canada. Besides conventional velocity measurements, bottom track data was used to examine bed load velocity, however, it
was stated that more research is required to see if this method can be used for
detailed studies of geophysical ‡ows. For estimation of suspended sediment concentration pump samples were compared with ADCP backscatter data, showing a
fairly strong correlation. Kim and Voulgaris (2003) estimated SSC in an estuarine
environment comparing ADCP and OBS data. They presented a methodology by
which through calibration and veri…cation processes a suitable equation can be
developed in order to measure sediment concentration.
As it can be seen, a few promising attempts on acoustic sediment concentration estimation can be found in the literature, however, only in very few cases
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carried out in riverine environment. In this study, we focus on a reach of the Hungarian Danube to examine the feasibility of suspended sediment measurements
with ADCP. In the study reach river engineering works are planned to be constructed in order to maintain ‡uvial navigational channels, therefore, numerical
modelling of hydrodynamics and morphological changes were carried out to predict
the e¤ect of designed structures on river bed changes. For model parameterization
purposes detailed ‡ow and sediment measurements were done using ADCP and
pump sampling. Since suspended sediment samples were taken from ADCP transects, we took the opportunity to compare measured sediment concentrations with
ADCP backscatter data, thus, serving more re…ned sediment data for numerical
modelling.

5.2

Theoretical background

In contrast with velocity measurements, where the frequency of backscattered
sound is postprocessed to determine three-dimensional velocity data, here, the
strength of the reverberated sound is analyzed. Relationship between SSC and
the so called, relative acoustic backscatter (RB) can be expressed as (e.g. Gartner,
2004):
SSC = 10(A+B RB)

(42)

Having measured sediment data, intercept (A) and slope (B) can be empirically
derived. Based on the sonar equation (Urick, 1983) the reverberation level (RL)
is
RL = SL

2 TL + TS

(43)

where 2 T L is the two-way transmission loss, SL is the source level (the sonar
transmits the signal with this strength), whereas T S is the target strength of suspended sediment, which is a function of particle shape, size, rigidity, and acoustic
wavelength. In the sonar equation all terms are in decibels. In case of an ADCP
the reverberation level comes from
RL = Kc (EI

Er )

(44)

where Kc is the received signal strength indicator scale factor, EI is echo strength
(in counts), and Er is the reference level for echo intensity (in counts). Kc is a conversion factor from instrument counts to echo intensity which is instrument-speci…c
and temperature dependent (DRL Software Ltd, 2003). It can be estimated using
the following formula:
Kc =

127:3
Te + 273

(45)
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where Te is the real-time temperature of the ampli…cation circuits in C. It generally has a value between 0.35-0.55 (Deines, 1999). The ADCP reference level Er
is the thermal noise of the ampli…ers, which is transducer-speci…c and is sensitive
to temperature (DRL Software Ltd, 2003) and can be measured in the …eld, in
fact. The term of transmission loss is composed of loss accounts for the spherical
spreading of the beam and the loss due to absorption:
T L = 10 log(R) +

(46)

R

where R is the slant range from transducer head to measured bin, while
coe¢ cient describing the absorption of energy by the water (

w)

is a

and attenuation

from suspended sediments ( s ). For calculating the e¤ect of spherical spreading
Downing et al. (1995) introduced a correction factor for near-…eld spreading loss
applying the following formula:
=

[1 + 1:35Z + (2:5Z)3:2 ]
[1:35Z + (2:5Z)3:2 ]

where Z equals to R=Rcritical and Rcritical =
radius, in cm, and

(47)

a2t = . Here at is the transducer

is acoustic wavelength. In this study the presented correction

factor was used for near-…eld calculations of spreading losses. For the estimation
of energy dissipation by absorption in the water, a relation between instrument
frequency, water temperature and

w

was used (Shulkin and Marsh,1963):

3:38 10 6 f 2
(48)
fT
where f is instrument frequency and fT is the so called Relaxation Frequency
w

= 8:687

given as
fT = 21:9 10(6

1520
273+T

)

(49)

Attenuation from suspended sediment ( s ) is caused by both scattering and absorbing the energy. It is shown that this kind of energy dissipation depends mainly
on particle size and sound frequency (DRL Software Ltd, 2003) and in certain
cases either or both of them can be neglected. In this study attenuation due to
absorption by the sediment has to be taken into account, as discussed later on.
Following Thevenot et al. (1992) the relative backscatter for SSC estimations
can be derived from
RB = RL + 2 T L

(50)

Substituting the above detailed terms into Eq. 1 the following relation can be
written:
SSC = 10A+B(Kc (EI

Er )+2(10 log R+ R))

(51)

Here, echo intensity (EI), slant distance (R) and reference level (Er ) can be
measured with ADCP, Kc and

are estimated, whereas A and B parameters can

be derived with e.g. least squares …tting.
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5.3

Study site and …eld surveys

For a …rst application of ADCP to estimate SSC, in Hungary, the river reach introduced in Chapter 3 was chosen (see Fig. 19.). Based on data series of operative
suspended sediment sampling carried out by the Lower-Danube-Valley Environmental and Water Directorate, average sediment concentration is approximately
40 mg/l (Tamás & Baranya, 2008), while typical suspended sediment grain diameter is ranging from 0.01 mm to 0.1 mm in the studied river reach.
An intensive measurement campaign was carried out in a quasi-steady state
condition between low and medium water with a discharge of 1950 m3 /s. The
survey was done in seven cross-sections with an average spacing of 600 m apart,
in moving boat operation. Additionally, in each transect …ve points were de…ned
where …xed boat measurements were taken with 10 minutes long sampling time
(Figure ??). The applied device was an RDI four beam 600 kHz Rio Grande ADCP
deployed from a vessel. Measurements were carried out with 2.5 Hz sampling frequency with 50 cm bin size. During the survey DGPS position data were continuously collected, thus each measurement was located in an absolute coordinate
system.
In order to serve measured data for the calibration of the introduced method,
suspended sediment sampling was carried out using a pump. Water samples were
taken from di¤erent depths of the water column (2-5 samples per pro…le) in 35
pro…les in all (the same as measured with …xed ADCP) . Laboratory analysis of
the samples provided concentrations related to points and grain size distributions
related to pro…les. Distribution of sampling points in a cross-section is shown in
Figure 59.

Figure 59. Sediment sampling points in a cross-section.
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5.4

Conversion of ADCP backscatter data to SSC

Raw echo intensity data (EI) measured by ADCP were postprocessed to estimate
SSC. In the …rst step the reference level for echo intensity (Er ) had to be de…ned.
In the lack of laboratory tests, …eld data was used for determination of Er , taking
the lowest intensity data from the measurements (Er = 55 counts). Secondly, the
conversion factor, Kc was estimated using Eq. 45, resulting in a value of 0.43.
Thirdly,

w

and

s

were estimated. Based on Eq. 48. an approximate water

absorption coe¢ cient was calculated, resulting in a value of 0.1. Attenuation due
to sediment can be divided in to parts: absorption and scattering. As it was
illustrated by DRL Software Ltd (2003), in case of a 600 kHz ADCP, attenuation
due to absorption by sediment can play a role below a particle diameter of 200
m. On the contrary, the same instrument is insensitive to scattering by the
sediment up to 200 m. In our case, only the former factor had to be taken into
account knowing characteristic sediment sizes (see Fig. 60). Laboratory analysis
of suspended sediment samples pointed out a reasonably well sorted grain size
distribution (Fig. 60), allowing us to omit the e¤ects of diverse grain sizes in the
introduced method, which would inevitably lead to inaccurate SSC estimations
(Reichel and Nachtnebel, 1994). Suspended sediment with a typical d50 value of 35
m results in

= 0:0005 dB/m for a concentration of 1 mg/l (DRL Software Ltd,

s

2003). To have an adequate estimation on

s

the previous value was multiplied

with measured average sediment concentration issuing an attenuation coe¢ cient
of 0.035. In the following step the range of near …eld (Rcritical ) was calculated
giving a distance of 3.2 metres, underlining the need for near-…eld correction of
spreading losses.
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Figure 60. Grain size distribution of sampled suspended sediment.

Next, intensity time series belonging to the four beams from all …xed boat
measurements were collected, then ten-minute average intensity pro…les were produced. From each pro…le intensity values were extracted, related to the depths
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of pump samples, using linear interpolation between the neighboring bins. Calculating slant ranges (R) for all points, terms of transmission losses in the sonar
equation could be derived applying near-…eld correction for spherical spreading
and above detailed coe¢ cients for absorption by water and sediment. Summing
reverberation level (RL), calculated by Eq. 44, and transmission losses (T L) the
relative backscatter values (RB) for all the sediment sampling points were generated.
Since in the …eld survey plan sediment sampling directly at river bottom was
not intentionally proposed, unfortunately, a limited number of concentration data
is available from this zone. However, as it was observed only during the postprocessing of laboratory analysis results, signi…cant changes in vertical concentration
distribution were only present there, whereas almost in the whole water column a
constant value was characteristic. In order to cover the largest range of concentration possible, data from two cross-sections were collected, where sampling at river
bed was carried out. Having data pairs of relative backscatter (RB) and measured
sediment concentration (SSCmeas ) a least squares …tting could be accomplished
between RB and log10 (SSCmeas ) resulting in the following parameters: A = 0:013
and B =

2:05 (see Eq. 42). The correlation coe¢ cient showed an adequate …t of

R2 = 0:71. Applying derived regression coe¢ cients sediment concentrations from
backscatter data were then estimated. Measured versus calculated concentrations
show a fairly good agreement (Fig. 61), marking a plausible estimation error of
E=10 mg/l based on the following formula:
n
X
i=1

jSSCmeas;i

SSCADCP;i j

(52)
n
As expected, a somewhat weaker relation comes up in the range of higher conE=

centrations. The operation of ADCPs can account for this result, since the four
diverging beams are sampling larger areas nearing to bottom, where higher concentrations are observed, hence, deviation of backscatter intensities from the four
beams become higher, especially if sharp changes are present in bed levels. Furthermore, as it was discussed, sediment concentration also a¤ects the estimation
method, since SSC is implicitly included in the formula, accounting for signal
absorption by sediment. In the near-bottom zone, therefore, deviation of echo
intensity was looked at and found that in the calibration data not higher than
5% error occurs. From one of the studied cross-sections SSC pro…les are plotted
in Figure 62. It can be seen, as it was already mentioned, that vertically almost
constant concentration represent the water column, except close to river bottom,
where stronger gradients appear.
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Figure 61. SSC from sampling and estimated from ADCP backscatter data and regression line.
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5.5

Estimation of error caused by uncertainty of
measurement and data averaging

Uncertainty of echo intensity data becomes higher near the bottom, where higher
sediment concentration arises, furthermore, bed load can be present in this zone
and also irregularities in bed levels can cause inaccuracy in measurements. All
these factors play a role in sediment concentration and sediment ‡ux determination, to some extent. Similarly, lack of ADCP measurements close to free surface
(in the blanking zone) can resulted in false estimations. Test calculations were
carried out to see the sensitivity of sediment ‡ux estimations to the mentioned
layers. A pro…le with typical depth, velocity distribution and detected echo intensity distribution was chosen for the test. Velocity distribution from the …xed
boat measurement followed a logarithmic curve, on which, a theoretical function
was …tted according to log-law in order to have data close to free surface and
bottom, too (Fig. 63a). For the reference echo intensity pro…le, gradients in the
uppermost and lowest measured layers were used to extrapolate values to water
surface and river bottom (Fig. 63b). To convert EI to SSC the above calibrated
parameters were used (Fig. 63c). Then, pro…le of sediment ‡ux (fSS ) was calculated multiplying concentration with velocity (Fig. 63d) and depth-averaged ‡ux
(FSS ) was also produced using the formula of

FSS

1
=
H

ZH

c(z)v(z)dz

(53)

0

Firstly, we examined the e¤ect of near-bottom echo intensity, assuming different distribution in the lowest 1.2 m layer. In the …rst variant (T1) we took
a constant EI value, while in the second one reference values were increased by
20% (T2). Secondly, reference concentrations were modi…ed in the uppermost 1.2
meter width layer. Here, again two variants were established: decreasing and increasing EI data by 20% (T3 and T4, respectively). Main parameters and results
of the tests are summarized in Table 8 and plotted in Figure 63d. Based on the
calculations, it can be stated that an echo intensity estimation error of 20% at
bottom leads to a sediment ‡ux estimation error of 16%, whereas at free surface
the same error in EI causes a deviation of 8% from reference. It can also be
seen, that an underestimation of reverberated sound strength generates slighter
di¤erences (variants T1 and T3), which indicates the non-linearity of the applied
method.
After the successful calibration of SSC estimation method by …xed boat ADCP
data, an e¤ort was made on expanding the method to moving boat ADCP measurements. Main purpose was to study the feasibility of section-integrated sediment
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Figure 63. a) time-averaged velocity pro…le. b) EI pro…le. c) SSC pro…le. d) Sediment
‡ux pro…le.

Variant name Modi…ed layer
T1
lowest 1.2 m
T2
lowest 1.2 m
T3
top 1.2 m
T4
top 1.2 m

Change
Deviation from Ref. in FSS
constant EI -6%
Ref 1.2
+16%
Ref 0.8
-5%
Ref 1.2
+8%

Table 8. Test variants and results of …xed boat data.

‡ux determination using the instantaneous backscatter data, moreover, to see if
spatial variability of SSC and sediment ‡ux result in realistic patterns after the
…ltering of raw velocity and echo intensity data. For test calculations, one of
the surveyed cross-sections was chosen from which raw backscatter and velocity
data were extracted. The above established relationship was used to convert echo
intensity data to suspended sediment concentration, however, in contrast with
time-averaged calibration data, here, instantaneous backscatter values were produced. Derived cross-sectional SSC distribution shows a fairly high scattering
which can presumably be explained with the nature of sediment regime, but also
with ADCP noise. Since the reason of strong scattering can not be unequivocally
stated, a horizontal …ltering of the raw echo intensity data was performed using
a moving average model with a window of 5, 9, 19 and 39 data, then SSC values
were calculated based on …ltered intensity data (Fig. 64). Assuming a constant
boat speed of 1.35 m/s and a sampling frequency of 2.5 Hz the applied data ranges
mean a spatial averaging of 2.7, 4.9, 10.3 and 21 meters, respectively. The same
…ltering process was applied to instantaneous velocity data in order to remove turbulent ‡uctuations from data series (Fig. 65). Then, the product of concentration
and ‡ow velocity for each bin was calculated resulting in cross-sectional sediment
‡ux distribution (Fig. 66). One can clearly see the e¤ect of data …ltering as high
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MA window QSS , kg/s
0
75.77
5
75.85
9
75.91
19
75.97
39
76.01

Deviation from raw data
0
+0.11%
+0.18%
+0.26%
+0.32%

Table 9. Test variants and estimated sediment loads from moving boat data.

scattering disappears, nevertheless, it will certainly a¤ect cross-sectional sediment
discharge determination. Integrating sediment ‡ux data through the measured
cross-section, discharge of suspended sediment could be quanti…ed. To see the
e¤ect of spatial and temporal data averaging on sediment discharge calculation,
deviations from raw data were calculated and summarized in Table 9. It can be
noted that section-integrated sediment ‡ux estimation is practically insensitive to
horizontal averaging of echo intensity data, meaning that in case of a reasonable
calibration process a considerably stable sediment discharge can be assessed.

5.6

Summary and conclusions

A method for converting ADCP echo intensity data into suspended sediment concentration was introduced. Backscatter signal strength data was derived based on
sonar equation (Urick, 1983) taking into account transmission losses due to spreading and absorption by water and sediment. According to Reichel and Nachtnebel
(1994) uncertainty of the procedure comes from the fact, that using a singlefrequency ADCP changes in backscatter data can be the result both of change
in sediment concentration and sediment size and the e¤ect can not be separated.
In this study sediment samples showed a steady size distribution, which allowed
us to assume that backscatter change indicates change in sediment concentration,
only. A linear regression between base-ten logarithm of measured sediment concentrations and calculated relative backscatter data resulted in a relation between
the two data. Though, only a small range of concentration was covered by the
samples, choosing data from cross-sections, where samples close to river bed were
available a relationship, showing reasonable agreement between measured and estimated values, was found and used for further steps. Since, echo intensity data
close to bottom and free surface is generally missing or inaccurate, a sensitivity
test on data from these layers was accomplished. It was marked that focussing
on depth-averaged sediment ‡ux determination from …xed boat measurements,
an error of 20% in raw data can result in an error in the order of magnitude of
ten percent. Additionally, moving boat measurements were also postprocessed to
see the feasibility of section-integrated sediment ‡ux determination. Calibrated
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Figure 64. SSC estimation from moving boat ADCP backscatter data.

Figure 65. Cross-sectional velocity distribution from ADCP measurement.
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Figure 66. Cross-sectional distribution of sediment ‡ux.

parameters from …xed boat ADCP data were used to convert backscatter to SSC.
Since in this case we have spatial, instantaneous echo intensity data representing
a considerable scattering, e¤ect of data …ltering on sediment rate determination
was studied. It was shown that sediment discharge estimation is insensitive to
smoothing of raw echo intensity data. Applying the established method a spatial distribution of suspended sediment concentration or even the sediment ‡ux
distribution can be calculated for the whole study reach (Fig. 67).
Despite that introduced results show realistic patterns and are based on method
calibrated against detailed …eld measurements, several limitations have to be taken
into consideration. Firstly, the problem of separation of the e¤ect of SSC and
particle size changes on backscatter intensity. Studies on this topic have not yet
been done, however, a possible method could be the use of two ADCPs of di¤erent
frequencies in parallel. Therefore, preliminary …eld sampling has to con…rm a homogeneous and rather constant particle-size distribution to be the method adaptable. Secondly, as it was shown previously, inaccurate measured and unmeasured
echo intensity data close to bottom and free surface can have signi…cant e¤ect on
sediment rate estimation. Some attempts on using upward-looking ADCP have
been already done (Wall et al., 2006) and also side-looking ADCPs located close
to bottom,could probably serve more precise data. Thirdly, As it was presented by
Gartner (2004) error of SSC estimation can increase as the particle circumference
approaches acoustic wavelength. In our case, however, acoustic wavelength was
much higher, which decreased this phenomena, nevertheless, it always has to be
veri…ed.
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Figure 67. Spatial distribution of a) SSC, b) ‡ow velocity and c) sediment ‡ux (‡ow
direction from top to bottom).

Being aware of all the limitations it can be obviously stated, that the above
detailed method is instrument and site speci…c and also depends on measurement circumstances. A generalized relationship between relative backscatter and
SSC can, therefore, not be valid, thus, parallel sediment sampling with ADCP
measurement campaigns are essential. Moreover, in case of a characteristically
homogeneous vertical concentration distribution, importance of near-bottom sediment data increases as generally higher concentration can be obtained there, so
calibration data will cover larger range. In order to get a better insight into the
relation of the parameters and to decrease uncertainties in the method, it is suggested to chose a few representative study reaches and to monitor with a given
frequency. Measurements carried out in high water regimes can especially serve
with useful data as variability and range of sediment concentration is higher in
those periods.
A reliable method using an ADCP to estimate sediment concentration can lead
to a more detailed knowledge of sediment regime both in spatial and temporal
sense. Applying an ADCP could evidently give the opportunity for a complex
study of hydrodynamical and sediment transport phenomena. In case of designing
of engineering interventions, detailed sediment measurements can provide essential
…eld data for preliminary examination tools such as laboratory and CFD models.
Especially for the latter, detailed spatial information can contribute to a more
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accurate model calibration and validation process.
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Chapter VI
SYNOPSIS
6.1

Theses

As a summary of this work the main new results and conclusions are reported in
the form of theses.

Thesis 1 Three-dimensional ‡ow structure in river con‡uence
I proved that long-term …xed point velocity pro…ling is essential, at
the same time su¢ cient to reveal the spatial ‡ow features in con‡uence
zones. Based on the measured velocity vector …eld I derived a vectorial
representation of the secondary current component of the ‡ow resulting in the circulation per unit width, providing both the strength and
orientation of the helical motion. Successful three-dimensional model
adaptation reproduced these ‡ow structures and con…rmed the dependence of such structures on the ratio of the momentum carried by the
two rivers joining each other. [1]
Detailed investigations at the junction of two moderate size rivers (River
Mosoni-Duna and River Rába) clearly showed the development and complexity
of the signi…cant helical behavior in the con‡uence ‡ow. Such a behavior can be
largely explained by the planform of the merging rivers. Since the investigated
rivers reach the con‡uence zone in bends of opposite sense, they are already in
swirling motion, which is further enhanced when joining each other. Apart from
…xed point pro…ling, cross-sectional moving boat ADCP measurements supported
three-dimensional numerical ‡ow model validation.

Thesis 2 Velocity pro…ling-based derivation of hydro-morphological features
I proved that both …xed point and moving boat velocity pro…ling
are suitable for estimating bed roughness height, bed shear velocity
and longitudinal dispersion coe¢ cient in large rivers. Fitting of logarithmic analytical functions to time-averaged vertical pro…les in …xed
points as well as to space-time averaged pro…les from moving boat
survey provide reasonable roughness height and shear velocity values.
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Roughness height values largely exceeding the ones expected from skin
friction indicate the presence of dunes, often developing in sand bed
river reaches. Besides the qualitative observation of such bed forms,
even their quanti…cation can be carried out by the proposed method,
con…rmed also by known empirical formulae. An order of magnitude
estimate of the streamwise turbulent dispersion coe¢ cient could be obtained by numerically evaluating Elder’s triple integral formula. [3]
The analysis of numerous measurements in River Danube showed that timeaveraged velocity pro…les obtained from su¢ ciently long term …xed boat ADCP
measurements …tted well with analytical velocity pro…les, characteristic to turbulent boundary layer ‡ows. The least square based …tting procedure provided
the bed roughness height and shear velocity, as two parameters of the analytical
pro…le. In moving boat velocity pro…ling individual vertical velocity distributions
showed signi…cant scattering due to turbulence. Nevertheless, applying local space
and time averaging resulted in reasonably smooth, but still realistic distribution
on which analytical pro…les with high correlation could be …tted. All this provided
then either cross-sectional or areal distribution of the above mentioned parameters.

Thesis 3 Modeling morphodynamics of large sand-bed rivers
In the morphodynamical investigation of the Hungarian lower Danube,
as typical large sandy bed river, I proved the necessity of multi-fractional
approach of sediment transport modeling. As a good compromise the
application of three fractions handled with van Rijn’s corresponding
total load formula provided reasonable …tting of measured and modeled
bed changes. Successful parameterization required detailed in situ ‡ow
measurement, sediment sampling as well as morphological surveying. A
baseline measurement of these parameters in low ‡ow regime, compared
to measurements after bed forming moderate ‡oods, provided valuable
information on the dynamic behavior of the investigated river reach.
An unsteady 3D morphological model validated on such a measurement period is suitable then to simulate bed changes provoked by new
river training works, though in the latter bed equilibrium is disturbed
by changes applied in the geometry rather than in the ‡ow regime. [4]
I note that a large part of the Hungarian Danube is characterized by gravelsand bed, where the proper quantitative description of bed changes is in general
more complicated than in the case of purely sandy grain composition. The gravel
fraction enhances the importance of bed-load transport, along with the hiding of
the small grain fractions due to the sheltering e¤ect of the large ones. Despite this
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complexity, applying Wu’s formula developed for such conditions supplied with
careful, …eld measurement-based parameterization could reasonably reproduce the
signi…cant stability of the bed geometry and grain composition in such Danube
reach, shown also by …eld measurements.

Thesis 4 Estimation of suspended solids concentration from ADCP backscatter
data
I implemented a novel estimation procedure for suspended solids
concentration based on the intensity of backscattered sound of acoustic
Doppler current pro…lers. Based on detailed moving and …xed boat
ADCP measurements together with sediment sampling I successfully
calibrated the estimation method for a Danube reach characterized by
signi…cant suspended solids transport. The e¤ect of measurement uncertainty and data …ltering on sediment ‡ux determination was also
analyzed and quanti…ed. [2]
Some of the parameters playing a role in the description of sound propagation
in water were estimated based on known empirical formulas, whereas the others could be measured. Regression analysis was applied to obtain a relationship
between backscattered sound intensity and sediment concentration. The formula
established in such a way was then used to estimate sediment concentrations from
ADCP data along verticals in …xed boat measurements and along moving boat
path-lines. I showed that measurement uncertainty inherent in acoustic Doppler and enhanced by the complexity of the near-bottom sediment-laden ‡ow has
signi…cant e¤ect both on local sediment ‡ux estimation. In turn, smoothing of
raw velocity and backscatter intensity data showed insigni…cant impact on crosssectional sediment discharge estimation.

6.2

List of publications related to the theses

1. Baranya S., Józsa J. (2007): Numerical and laboratory investigation of the
hydrodynamic complexity of a river con‡uence. PERIOD POLYTECH
CIV ENG 51:(1) 3-8.
2. Baranya S., Józsa J. (2010): ADCP alkalmazása lebegtetett hordalék koncentráció becslésére (in english: Estimation of suspended solids concentration from ADCP backscatter data). HIDROLÓGIAI KÖZLÖNY under
revision. 7 pages.
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3. Baranya S., Józsa J. (2009): ADCP data analysis to explore hydro-morphologic
and dispersion conditions in the Hungarian Danube. In: Proc. 7th ISE & 8th
HIC, Concepción, Chile. , 2009.01.16-2009.01.19. 10 p. Paper conf187a323.
4. Baranya S., Józsa J. (2009): Morphological modelling of a sand-bed reach
in the Hungarian Danube. In: Proc. XXXIII. IAHR Congress. Vancouver,
Kanada, 2009.08.09-14. pp. 3680-3687.
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